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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Researcher: 'We Made a Big Mistake' on COVID-19
Vaccine

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

Canadian immunologist and vaccine researcher Byram Bridle, Ph.D., has gained

access to P@zer’s biodistribution study from the Japanese regulatory agency. The

research, previously unseen, demonstrates a huge problem with all COVID-19 vaccines

"

The assumption that vaccine developers have been working with is that the mRNA in

the vaccines would primarily remain in and around the vaccination site. P@zer’s data,

however, show the mRNA and subsequent spike protein are widely distributed in the

body within hours

"

This is a serious problem, as the spike protein is a toxin shown to cause

cardiovascular and neurological damage. It also has reproductive toxicity, and P@zer’s

biodistribution data show it accumulates in women’s ovaries

"

Once in your blood circulation, the spike protein binds to platelet receptors and the

cells that line your blood vessels. When that happens, it can cause platelets to clump

together, resulting in blood clots, and/or cause abnormal bleeding

"

P@zer documents submitted to the European Medicines Agency also show the

company failed to follow industry-standard quality management practices during

preclinical toxicology studies and that key studies did not meet good laboratory

practice standards

"
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The more we learn about the COVID-19 vaccines, the worse they look. In a recent

interview  with Alex Pierson (above), Canadian immunologist and vaccine researcher

Byram Bridle, Ph.D., dropped a shocking truth bomb that immediately went viral,

despite being censored by Google.

It also was featured in a “fact” check by The Poynter Institute’s Politifact,  which

pronounced Bridle’s @ndings as “false” after interviewing Dr. Drew Weissman,  a

UPenn scientist who is credited with helping to create the technology that enables the

COVID mRNA vaccines to work. But, as you can see below, unlike Bridle, Politifact

neglected to go beyond interviewing someone with such a huge stake in the vaccine’s

success.

In 2020, Bridle was awarded a $230,000 government grant for research on COVID

vaccine development. As part of that research, he and a team of international

scientists requested a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) access to P@zer’s

biodistribution study from the Japanese regulatory agency. The research,  previously

unseen, demonstrates a huge problem with all COVID-19 vaccines.

“We made a big mistake,” Bridle says. “We thought the spike protein was a

great target antigen; we never knew the spike protein itself was a toxin and

was a pathogenic protein. So, by vaccinating people we are inadvertently

inoculating them with a toxin.”

This toxin, Bridle notes, can cause cardiovascular damage and infertility — a claim

echoed by researchers such as Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., and Judy Mikovits, Ph.D.,

whom I’ve interviewed about these issues.
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PFzer Omitted Industry-Standard Safety Studies

What’s more, TrialSite News reports  that P8zer documents submitted to the

European Medicines Agency [EMA] reveal the company “did not follow industry-

standard quality management practices during preclinical toxicology studies … as key

studies did not meet good laboratory practice (GLP).”

Neither reproductive toxicity nor genotoxicity (DNA mutation) studies were

performed, both of which are considered critical when developing a new drug or

vaccine for human use. The problems now surfacing matter greatly, as they

signi@cantly alter the risk-bene@t analysis underlying the vaccines’ emergency use

authorization. As reported by TrialSite News:

“Recently, there has been speculation regarding potential safety signals

associated with COVID-19 mRNA vaccines. Many different unusual,

prolonged, or delayed reactions have been reported, and often these are

more pronounced after the second shot.

Women have reported changes in menstruation after taking mRNA vaccines.

Problems with blood clotting (coagulation) — which are also common during

COVID-19 disease — are also reported. In the case of the PPzer COVID mRNA

vaccine, these newly revealed documents raise additional questions about

both the genotoxicity and reproductive toxicity risks of this product.

Standard studies designed to assess these risks were not performed in

compliance with accepted empirical research standards. Furthermore, in key

studies designed to test whether the vaccine remains near the injection site

or travels throughout the body, PPzer did not even use the commercial

vaccine (BNT162b2) but instead relied on a ‘surrogate’ mRNA producing the

luciferase protein.
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These new disclosures seem to indicate that the U.S. and other governments

are conducting a massive vaccination program with an incompletely

characterized experimental vaccine.

It is certainly understandable why the vaccine was rushed into use as an

experimental product under emergency use authority, but these new Pndings

suggest that routine quality testing issues were overlooked in the rush to

authorize use.

People are now receiving injections with an mRNA gene therapy-based

vaccine, which produces the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein in their cells, and the

vaccine may be also delivering the mRNA and producing spike protein in

unintended organs and tissues (which may include ovaries).”

Toxic Spike Protein Enters Blood Circulation

The assumption that vaccine developers have been working with is that the mRNA in

the vaccines (or DNA in the case of Johnson & Johnson and AstraZeneca’s vaccines)

would primarily remain in and around the vaccination site, i.e., your deltoid muscle,

with a small amount draining into local lymph nodes.

P@zer’s data, however, show this isn’t the case at all. Using mRNA programmed to

produce luciferase protein, as well as mRNA tagged with a radioactive label, P@zer

showed that the majority of the mRNA initially remain near the injection site, but

within hours become widely distributed within the body.

“ We have known for a long time that the spike
protein is a pathogenic protein. It is a toxin. It can
cause damage in our body if it gets into circulation. ~
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Dr. Byram Bridle”
The mRNA enters your bloodstream and accumulates in a variety of organs, primarily

your spleen, bone marrow, liver, adrenal glands and, in women, the ovaries. The spike

protein also travel to your heart, brain and lungs, where bleeding and or blood clots

can occur as a result, and is expelled in breast milk.

This is a problem, because rather than instructing your muscle cells to produce the

spike protein (the antigen that triggers antibody production), spike protein is actually

being produced inside your blood vessel walls and various organs, where it can do a

great deal of damage.

“It’s the Prst time ever scientists have been privy to seeing where these

messenger RNA [mRNA] vaccines go after vaccination,” Bridle told Pierson.

“Is it a safe assumption that it stays in the shoulder muscle? The short

answer is: absolutely not. It’s very disconcerting … We have known for a long

time that the spike protein is a pathogenic protein.

It is a toxin. It can cause damage in our body if it gets into circulation … The

spike protein on its own is almost entirely responsible for the damage to the

cardiovascular system, if it gets into circulation.”

The Spike Protein Is the Problem

Indeed, for many months, we’ve known that the worst symptoms of severe COVID-19,

blood clotting problems in particular, are caused by the spike protein of the virus. As

such, it seemed really risky to instruct the body’s cells to produce the very thing that

causes severe problems.
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Bridle cites research showing that laboratory animals injected with puri@ed spike

protein from SARS-CoV-2 straight into their bloodstream developed cardiovascular

problems and brain damage.

Assuming that the spike protein would not enter into the circulatory system was a

“grave mistake,” according to Bridle, who calls the Japanese data “clear-cut evidence”

that the vaccine, and the spike protein produced by it, enters your bloodstream and

accumulates in vital organs. Bridle also cites recent research showing the spike

protein remained in the bloodstream of humans for 29 days.

Once in your blood circulation, the spike protein binds to platelet receptors and the

cells that line your blood vessels. As explained by Bridle, when that happens, one of

several things can occur:

1. It can cause platelets to clump together — Platelets, aka thrombocytes, are

specialized cells in your blood that stop bleeding. When there’s blood vessel

damage, they clump together to form a blood clot. This is why we’ve been seeing

clotting disorders associated with both COVID-19 and the vaccines

2. It can cause abnormal bleeding

3. In your heart, it can cause heart problems

4. In your brain, it can cause neurological damage

Importantly, people who have been vaccinated against COVID-19 absolutely should

not donate blood, seeing how the vaccine and the spike protein are both transferred.

In fragile patients receiving the blood, the damage could be lethal.

Breastfeeding women also need to know that both the vaccine and the spike protein

are being expelled in breast milk, and this could be lethal for their babies. You are not

transferring antibodies. You are transferring the vaccine itself, as well as the spike
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protein, which could result in bleeding and/or blood clots in your child. All of this also

suggests that for individuals who are at low risk for COVID-19, children and teens in

particular, the risks of these vaccines far outweigh the bene@ts.

The Spike Protein and Blood Clotting

In related news, Dr. Malcolm Kendrick posted an article  on his website June 3, 2021,

in which he discusses the links between the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and vasculitis,

a medical term referring to inlammation (“itis”) in your vascular system, which is

made up of your heart and blood vessels.

There are many different types of vasculitis, including Kawasaki’s disease,

antiphospholipid syndrome, rheumatoid arthritis, scleroderma and Sjogren’s disease.

According to Kendrick, all of them have two things in common:

1. Your body for some reason starts to attack the lining of your blood vessels,

thereby causing damage and inlammation — The “why” can differ from one case

to another, but in all cases, your immune system identi@es something foreign in

the lining of the blood vessel, causing it to attack. The attack causes damage to

the lining, which results in inlammation.

Blood clots are a common result, and can occur either because the platelets

clump together in response to the vessel wall damage, or because your

anticlotting mechanism has been compromised. Your most powerful anticlotting

system is your glycocalyx, the protective layer of glycoproteins that lines your

blood vessels.

Among many other things, the glycocalyx contains a wide variety of

anticoagulant factors, including tissue factor inhibitor, protein C, nitric oxide and

antithrombin. It also modulates the adhesion of platelets to the endothelium.

11
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When blood clots completely block a blood vessel, you end up with a stroke or a

heart attack.

A reduction in platelet count, known as thrombocytopenia, is a reliable sign that

blood clots are forming in your system, as the platelets are being used up in the

process. Thrombocytopenia is a commonly-reported side effect of COVID-19

vaccines, as are blood clots, strokes and lethal heart attacks — all of which are

pointing toward spike proteins causing vascular damage.

2. They signi@cantly increase your risk of death, in some cases raising mortality by

50 times compared to people who do not have these conditions.

The take-home message Kendrick delivers is that “If you damage the lining of blood

vessel walls, blood clots are far more likely to form. Very often, the damage is caused

by the immune system going on the attack, damaging blood vessel walls, and

removing several of the anti-clotting mechanisms.” The end result can be lethal, and

this chain of events is exactly what these COVID-19 vaccines are setting into motion.

SARS-CoV-2 Spike Protein May Damage Mitochondrial
Function

Other research suggests the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein can have a serious impact on

your mitochondrial function, which is imperative for good health, innate immunity and

disease prevention of all kinds.

When the spike protein interacts with the ACE2 receptor, it can disrupt mitochondrial

signaling, thereby inducing the production of reactive oxygen species and oxidative

stress. If the damage is serious enough, uncontrolled cell death can occur, which in

turn leaks mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) into your bloodstream.13

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/05/25/spike-protein-coronavirus.aspx
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Aside from being detected in cases involving acute tissue injury, heart attack and

sepsis, freely circulating mtDNA has also been shown to contribute to a number of

chronic diseases, including systemic inlammatory response syndrome or SIRS, heart

disease, liver failure, HIV infection, rheumatoid arthritis and certain cancers.  As

explained in “COVID-19: A Mitochondrial Perspective”:

“Apart from its role in energy production, mitochondria are crucial for …

innate immunity, reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation, and apoptosis; all

of these are important in COVID-19 pathogenesis. Dysfunctional

mitochondria predispose to oxidative stress and loss of cellular function and

vitality. In addition, mitochondrial damage leads to … inappropriate and

persistent inaammation.

SARS coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) … enters cell by attaching to angiotensin

converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors on cell surface … Following infection,

there is internalization and downregulation of ACE2 receptors.

At vascular endothelium, ACE2 performs conversion of angiotensin II to

angiotensin (1–7). Thus, a low ACE2 activity subsequent to SARS-CoV-2

infection leads to imbalance in renin-angiotensin system with relative excess

of angiotensin II.

Angiotensin II through binding to its type 1 receptors exerts pro-

inaammatory, vasoconstrictive, and prothrombotic effects, while angiotensin

(1–7) has opposing effects … In addition, angiotensin II increases

cytoplasmic and mitochondrial ROS generation leading to oxidative stress.

Increased oxidative stress may lead to endothelial dysfunction and aggravate

systemic and local inaammation, thus contributing to acute lung injury,

cytokine storm, and thrombosis seen in severe COVID-19 illness …

14
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A recent algorithm showed that majority of SARS-CoV-2 genomic and

structural RNAs are targeted for mitochondrial matrix. Thus it appears that

SARS-CoV-2 hijacks mitochondrial machinery for its own benePt, including

DMV biogenesis. Manipulation of mitochondria by virus may lead to

mitochondrial dysfunction and increased oxidative stress ultimately leading

to loss of mitochondrial integrity and cell death …

Mitochondrial Pssion enables removal of the damaged portion of a

mitochondrion to be cleared by mitophagy (a special form of autophagy).

Metabolomic studies suggest that SARS-CoV-2 inhibits mitophagy. Thus,

there is accumulation of damaged and dysfunctional mitochondria. This not

only leads to impaired MAVS [mitochondrial antiviral signaling] response but

also aggravates inaammation and cell death.”

The author, Pankaj Prasun, points out that the virus’ impact on mitochondria helps

explain why COVID-19 is so much deadlier for older people, the obese, and those with

diabetes, high blood pressure and heart disease.

All of these risk factors have something in common: They’re all associated with

mitochondrial dysfunction. If your mitochondria are already dysfunctional, the SARS-

CoV-2 virus can more easily knock out more mitochondria, resulting in severe illness

and death.

The Spike Protein Is a Bioweapon

In my interview with Seneff and Mikovits (see earlier hyperlink), they both stressed

that the key danger — both in COVID-19 and with the vaccines — is the spike protein

itself. However, while the spike protein found in the virus is bad, the spike protein your

body produces in response to the vaccine is far worse. Why?
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Because the synthetic mRNA in the vaccine has been programmed to instruct your

cells to produce an unnatural, genetically engineered spike protein. Speci@c

alterations make it far more toxic than that found on the virus itself. Mikovits goes so

far as to call the spike protein a bioweapon, as it is a disease-causing agent that

demolishes innate immunity and exhausts your natural killer (NK) cells’ ability to

determine which cells are infected and which aren’t.

In short, when you get the COVID-19 vaccine, you are being injected with an agent

that instructs your body to produce the bioweapon in its own cells. This is about as

diabolical as it gets.

In her paper, “Worse Than The Disease: Reviewing Some Possible Unintended

Consequences of mRNA Vaccines Against COVID-19,” published in the International

Journal of Vaccine Theory, Practice and Research in collaboration with Dr. Greg

Nigh,  Seneff explains why the unnatural spike protein is so problematic.

In summary, normally, the spike protein on a virus will collapse on itself and fall into

the cell once it attaches to the ACE2 receptor. The vaccine-induced spike protein does

not do this. Instead it stays open and remains attached to the ACE2 receptor, thereby

disabling it and causing a host of problems that lead to heart, lung and immune

impairment.

What’s more, because the RNA code has been enriched with extra guanines (Gs) and

cytosines (Cs), and con@gured as if it’s a human messenger RNA molecule ready to

make protein by adding a polyA tail, the spike protein’s RNA sequence in the vaccine

looks as if it is part bacteria,  part human  and part viral at the same time.

There’s also evidence suggesting the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein may be a prion, which

is yet another piece of really bad news, particularly as it pertains to vaccine-induced

spike protein. Prions are membrane proteins and when they misfold, they form

16
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crystals in the cytoplasm resulting in prion disease.

Since the mRNA in the vaccines has been modi@ed to spew out very high amounts of

spike protein (far greater than that of the actual virus), the risk of excessive buildup in

the cytoplasm is high. And, since the spike protein doesn’t enter into the membrane of

the cell, there’s a high risk that it can become problematic if indeed it works like a

prion.

Remember, the research cited by Bridle at the beginning of this article found the spike

protein accumulates in the spleen, among other places. Parkinson’s disease is a prion

disease that has been traced back to prions originating in the spleen, that then travel

up to the brain via the vagus nerve. In the same way, it’s quite possible COVID-19

vaccines may promote Parkinson’s and other human prion diseases such as

Alzheimer’s.

What Are the Solutions?

While all of this is highly problematic, there is help. As noted by Mikovits, remedies to

the maladies that might develop post-vaccination include:

Hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin treatments. Ivermectin appears particularly

promising as it actually binds to the spike protein. Please listen to the interview

that Brett Weinstein did with Dr. Pierre Kory,  one of Dr. Paul Marik’s collaborators

Low-dose antiretroviral therapy to reeducate your immune system

Low-dose interferons such as Paximune, developed by interferon researcher Dr.

Joe Cummins, to stimulate your immune system

19

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/03/14/hydroxychloroquine-for-covid.aspx
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Peptide T (an HIV entry inhibitor derived from the HIV envelope protein gp120; it

blocks binding and infection of viruses that use the CCR5 receptor to infect cells)

Cannabis, to strengthen Type I interferon pathways

Dimethylglycine or betaine (trimethylglycine) to enhance methylation, thereby

suppressing latent viruses

Silymarin or milk thistle to help cleanse your liver

From my perspective, I believe the best thing you can do is to build your innate

immune system. To do that, you need to become metabolically lexible and optimize

your diet. You’ll also want to make sure your vitamin D level is optimized to between

60 ng/mL and 80 ng/mL (100 nmol/L to 150 nmol/L), ideally through sensible sun

exposure. Sunlight also has other bene@ts besides making vitamin D.

Use time-restricted eating and eat all your meals for the day within a six- to eight-hour

window. Avoid all vegetable oils and processed foods. Focus on certi@ed-organic

foods to minimize your glyphosate exposure, and include plenty of sulfur-rich foods

to keep your mitochondria and lysosomes healthy. Both are important for the clearing

of cellular debris, including these spike proteins. You can also boost your sulfate by

taking Epsom salt baths.

To combat the toxicity of the spike protein, you’ll want to optimize autophagy, which

may help digest and remove the spike proteins. Time-restricted eating will upregulate

autophagy, while sauna therapy, which upregulates heat shock proteins, will help

refold misfolded proteins and also tag damaged proteins and target them for

removal. It is important that your sauna is hot enough (around 170 degrees

Fahrenheit) and does not have high magnetic or electric @elds.

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/02/28/stephanie-seneff-glyphosate.aspx
https://fitness.mercola.com/sites/fitness/archive/2016/03/11/autophagy.aspx
https://fitness.mercola.com/sites/fitness/archive/2016/09/09/sauna-bathing.aspx
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Kevin131

Mistakes don't required years of preplanning, mistakes aren't organized and orchestrated across

industries (media, medical, pharmaceutical) world-wide, mistakes aren't committed in 'lock-step' by

government puppets reading from carefully prepared scripts, mistakes don't require police

enforcement and state sponsored terrorism and military grade psychological operations, mistakes

don't contain military nanoweapons developed over years by DARPA... THIS ISN'T A MISTAKE! It's an

orchestrated bankster genocide of pensioners, bene@ts recipients, and medically costly citizens, it's a

'great reset'... Mistakes aren't written about and planned at Davos meetings for years or at Bilderberg

meetings by globalist elites starting as far back as the mid 1950's, conspiracies to commit mass

genocide againt the public are...

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

BeatriceW

And then Google tried to supress news of "the mistake".

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

harvelicious

Kevin131 - good summation & on point. THIS IS CONSTRUCTIVE FRAUD, TRICKERY, BRIBERY,

TREACHERY, TREASON and WILLFUL CRIMINALITY!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Kevin131/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/BeatriceW/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/harvelicious/default.aspx
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SvetushainZion

Yes! Very True! This isn’t a Mistake! It is a LUCIFERIAN takeover to put one ruler in place very soon,

and we all know who that is.. but it ain’t gonna happen.. cus we are here...

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

dude01

Excellent points, Kevin. The push is on to get the unvaccinated vaccinated. In a counter measure,

the push to grill Fauci by several US Congresman has to continue being aggressive. Fauci knows

he's being pursued regarding his deceitful tactics to continue funding gain of function research in

China with US taxpayer dollars.  The pressure appears to be making him nervous as he tries to

continue his phony narrative.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

juststeve

A perfect bullseye hit! The whole otcial narrative is Bull Spit.

Folks here & others have known for years the potential problems associated with these types of

'vaccine's. Home run hit on paper, supposedly, yet when the subjects get exposed to the wild virus,

ugly things begin to happen and those families in third world test sites resisted. Of course they

were called backward, superstitious. A perfect means however to reduce the 'Surplus Population,"

(so actually a perfect vaccine for an Elite's purposes.)

Of course this did not meet even the lower standards of safety of standard vaccine afforded by

little to no liability they have, and now with warp speed standards & statistic data manipulation, the

Genie is out of the bottle, just the way the 1% wanted. At least those who have not read Edgar Allen

Poe's Red Death.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/SvetushainZion/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/dude01/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/juststeve/default.aspx
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* "Is it a safe assumption that it stays in the shoulder muscle? The short answer is: absolutely not.

It’s very disconcerting … We have known for a long time that the spike protein is a pathogenic

protein." So now it appears to be concerns about the blood transfusion supply's. HIV anyone? Who

might have an extensive history involved with HIV and how it destroys the immune system by

putting it into overdrive? Hmmmmm?

Do the unvaccinated have to wear mask for protection? Of course not, feel good solutions do not

stop raging @res. The raging @res being most likely vaccine shedding, variant's possibly designed

to become more deadly instead of Creations design to make a virus less deadly as it spreads, so as

to be able to survive to have host.

For the otcial authorities to call we did not know, I call Bull Spit.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

wwalkerware

Kevin131, thanks for your geterdone comment.  No use beating around the bush at this stage.  I am

compromised by recovery from round-up disease,  NHL  After  intense immunotherapy programs in

Mexico, following Joe Tippin's fenbendazole program and Jane McLellen's how to starve cancer in

stem cell pathways  AND TRUSTING IN THE PROMISES OF God, along with multitudes of prayer

and conversations with His only begotten Son, our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ,  I am NED.   I have

idiots who refer to listening to CNN's Chris Como, as researching the 'science' concerning the

vaccines, taking the jab, and coming to my house and breathing on me as if I am somehow proud

of them.  If I have ever wanted to be alone and be left alone (which is and has been my preference)

it is now.  Thanks to all of you for your insightful thoughts and comments,  and your stead-fast

refusal to bend to tyranny.   I have been a freedom @ghter for my entire life,  this is not exactly how i

envisioned my life, but for many, many years, I have felt alone in my struggles with the lying,

corrupt, underhanded, dirty dealing government and their black robbed enablers.  I see some light

shining forth into my world from the good doctor Mercola and you followers at last--and again, I

thank all of you for your honesty, integrity and perseverance.  If we go down at least we're going

down swinging.....

https://articles.mercola.com/members/wwalkerware/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ssilver

Excellent post, Kevin, well said and oh-so-very spot on.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Kanadian45

Bang on Kevin!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Raythe4th

Exactly. No mistake at all. This is a push towards Revelation 13 in the Bible. Eventually nobody will

be able to buy/sell without the Mark of the Beast (New World Order/Empire).

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

DRTobin

My conclusion is: the harm is by design.

Why? To force a solution we'd never agree to otherwise.

• Problem (CV19)

• Reaction (LockDown)
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• Solution

1. UN Agenda 21 & 2030 aka Sustainable Development

2. World Economic Forum Great Reset

3. ID2020

4. GAVI

5. BIS digital currency

BTW - It's all covered by this, for example: population reduction is Sustainability

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ChristieMarie

It's not a bug, it's a feature.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

shannonaz

Great summary Kevin!

Most in the Mercola Community know it is not a mistake, but I would even settle for using the info

for a "mistake"  as a way to convince family & friends not to take the booster, or give the Gene

Therapy to their children....if they'll listen. :(

Posted On 06/14/2021
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balhawk

Not to mention it dovetails all too perfectly with the depopulation agenda openly expressed by

certain very powerful individuals while still promising massive pro@ts for the most powerful

corporations.  Just as much a "coincidence" as the increased death rates following mass

administration of the jabs.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

Add to that the public school systems brainwashing tactics where they punish any student or

parent who dares to challenge the narrative. From the 1st grade on you are told REPEATEDLY to

play down, ignore, and discredit any and all conspiracy theories. Like you said, this began in the

1950's. That's when my parents would have been in school and they were FULLY indoctrinated!

They never questioned the narrative. If it is in a text book it must be true.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

harvelicious

Thanks for having the courage to speak up Drs. Bridle/Mercola & Seneff/Mikovits/Tenpenny, et al.

Still want to get on a plane & travel with "vaccinated" pilots, drive down the road with the majority of

drivers being "vaccinated", work with others in dangerous jobs, etc., with those that have been

"vaccinated"? As Clint Eastwood said, "feel lucky .......?" Furthermore, the full list of "C-19 vaccine"

ingredients is being withheld under the guise of "trade secrets", "proprietary" protection, "patent"

infringement, etc., but, everyone must "trust" the "expert" criminals & murderers. Oh, just because PEG

& SM-102 are highly toxic doesn't mean the "for the greater good" mission needs to stop, oh, no, no,

no.... Just keep drinking the Kool-aid, guzzle the "magic pills", watch the tv/social media/covid app, &

keep lining up for those branding "savior vaccines".....oh, by the way, here's your free doughnut/lotto

ticket/virtue signaling sticker/air travel, mall & concert pass! And as Jeff Foxworthy says, ".....here's

https://articles.mercola.com/members/balhawk/default.aspx
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your sign!"

And, of course, the "vaccines" have "luciferase" in them, as well. Is that maybe some of Gates DNA???

Wouldn't shock in the slightest if there was some of that in there as well. Anything associated with the

word lucifer, or Gates, can't be good.... Rumor has it that a new "vaccine" for cognitive dissonance,

ignorance, stupidity & voluntary suicide is trying to get approval. Yeah, it apparently has four main

ingredients:

1) side cutter pliers for cutting all the cords to cable tv, internet, game consoles, etc.

2) a hammer to smash all electronic & technology devices.

3) matches for burning masks.

4) steel toed boots for kicking politicians out of otce, the living tyranny out of government, big

business, & all professions, the sheople out of their zombie state & back into Reality.

WANTED: experienced people willing to extensively utilize tools & steel toed boots. No wages paid, but

job satisfaction should more than sutce. 1.800.KIC.BUTT.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Kanadian45

Brilliant. Sign me up!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

magickey

Could ti be that previous vaccines have also been contributing harmful substances? In late 2013 I got a

shingles shot. No reactions. In late 2014 I suddenly developed intolerances to sugars, to gluten, got a
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severe leaky gut and could eat NOTHING for days. I @nally found that raw aloe gel, fresh from the

leaves, along with broth to drink, was soothing. I soon added ripe avocado, carrot juice, & cooked

asparagus. It took many weeks to eat more foods, all liqui@ed. I was suffering extreme fatigue, balance

problems, and began losing my eyesight in my right eye. I have now lost all vision in that eye.

Why did this happen? Were vaccines poisoning my system back in 2013? The deepstate has been at

this for a while, I suspect.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

judyloo

Yes Migickey - I have been researching vaccines for 50 years and most people are not aware of the

ingredients in vaccines... horse blood, rabbit brain, dog kidney, monkey kidney, chick embryo,

chicken egg protein, duck egg, pigs blood, calf and fetal bovine serum, tissue from aborted fetuses

and the DNA that it contains, aluminum, thimerosal ( a form of mercury ) and glycerin, MSG,

phenol, polysorbate 80, streptomycin, neomycin, formaldehyde, sodium borate, canine kidney cells,

benzithonium chloride, 2-phenoxyethanol, sodium borate, glutaraldehyde for starters.  You can

check the ingredients here

www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/pinkbook/downloads/appendices/b/excipient-ta..

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Good_Hands

If you search Dr. Mercola's articles, you'll @nd several in which Judy Mikovits talks about gamma

retroviruses that contaminate a number of different vaccines and how this can lead to problems for

those who also get the covid jabs.

Posted On 06/14/2021
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saames

Last year a very good friend of mine became paralyzed from the neck down a day and a half after

his @rst shingles shot. He is about 80% now after a grueling six months of hard work in physical

therapy. He was told he probably shouldn’t get the booster…

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Raythe4th

All vaccines are toxic, and will destroy your immune system and give you a whole host of diseases

over time. The entire vaccine theory was based on a fraudster Louis Pasteur and this agenda is

really about just depopulation more than anything else. Of course they also get to pro@t from the

millions who become diseased and seek their help. The Bible calls pharmaceuticals “Sorcery and

Witchcraft” and vaccines fall into this category as well.

Revelation 18:23 and the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the

bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great

men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived.

The word sorceries in the above verse is from the root word G5331, pharmakeia - meaning

pharmaceuticals aka vaccines. www.blueletterbible.org/.../KJV

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

mbrookh

Any parent with a vaccine injured child can tell you this has been ongoing for several decades. As

with the current narrative most, including close family, do not want to believe. The propaganda of

vaccine=prevention has been very effective.
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

Your symptoms magickey, are close to those of getting leaky gut, which can come from toxin

residues in food and water. The shot did not help yet hopefully by now, you already cleaned up all

your food to organic or higher, biodynamic, and cleaned your water.. likely food sensitivities

developed over time. Have you been tested? Eyes and liver are connected...you may need to @nd a

functional medicine practitioner to be properly tested.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

lin3741

Right!   And they are now really pushing the shingles vaccine!  Right at the supermarket too!  

Yea....sorry but unless it’s to buy aspirin I don’t mix grocery shopping and health care, especially

vaccines!  It’s simply UNBELIEVABLE!   And NO I wouldn’t trust any shot now.  And yet here they

want to start with little new born babies right from the very day their born!!!  Jab jab jab constantly.

  And u get no choice!!!????   It really is CRIMINAL!   Women are going to start having their kids in

secret, and give birth at home.  It’s getting so out of control.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Havanasilks

My 90 year old stepfather was persuaded to get a Shingles jab in 2014. (mind you, he had never, in

NINETY YEARS, suffered an outbreak of Shingles) The morning after, he awoke with a horri@c case

of Bell's Palsy. My Mom thought he had suffered a stroke and phoned 911. The left side of face

was utterly slack, he couldn't drink anything without dribbling, or eat without food falling. Mostly he

was terribly embarrassed and depressed. He did not regain facial control for over SIX WEEKS! My
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Mom was livid at the doctor for pushing the jab on him, but even though the Bell's Palsy occurred

literally within hours from the jab, and anyone can Google that Bells is a Herpesvirus like Shingles,

the doctor told them absolutely no possible way that jab had anything to do with the onset of the

condition. Sure.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

MauraL

I am so enthusiastic as Dr. Mercola in this article seems to have the answer for @ghting previous

vaccines harmful substances. See "WHAT ARE THE SOLUTIONS". He (and we) must develop the

studies in the counterattack. Ivermectin has been called a miraculous drug.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Lizschneider53

Not to scare you but what you described with 'balance problems, extreme fatigue and losing vision

in an eye sounds almost like Multiple Sclerosis!..i have this, and have these issues often!..not so

much the vision part, but I'm very blurry at times!...

Posted On 06/15/2021

 

schaplin

I recommend reading this book: "Miller's Review of Critical Vaccine Studies: 400 Important

Scienti@c Papers Summarized for Parents and Researchers" ...

smile.amazon.com/Millers-Review-Critical-Vaccine-Studies-ebook-dp-B07N..  

Description: "Many people sincerely believe that all vaccines are safe, adverse reactions are rare,
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and no peer-reviewed scienti@c studies exist showing that vaccines can cause harm. This book —

Miller’s Review of Critical Vaccine Studies — provides the other side of the story that is not

commonly told. It contains summaries of 400 important scienti@c papers to help parents and

researchers enhance their understanding of vaccinations."

"This book should be required reading for every doctor, medical student and parent. Reading this

book will allow you to make better choices when considering vaccination." —David Brownstein, MD

Posted On 06/15/2021

 

12user

The mRNA programs your body to produce Luciferase. Does anyone know what Luciferase is?

Luciferase is a bioluminescent enzyme that scientists at MIT developed to interact with Microsoft's

recently obtained Patent 060606. Patent 2020/060606 is a new cryptocurrency generating mechanism

based on body movements.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

lin3741

Wow, the name is LUCIFERase and with the patent number containing three sixes.  Now If that’s a

coincidence it sure is a big one.  But i think not, i think its just Sick minds at work adding INSULT to

INJURY....LITERALLY.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

WL4816

Bill Gates = Lucifer in disguise.
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

SoozeQ

I am profoundly upset and terri@ed that healthcare workers in Houston lost the @ght to decline the

death shot. In the whole of my entire life I never thought that an experimental drug would be forced or

loose your job. 1. Consent is to be free from coercion——no general public, it’s not that easy to get a

new job or career, especially after a certain age. I dearly love how the general public think, to this day,

that nurses are little more than sex objects or hand maids. 2. To force a medical procedure is medical

rape.

So please help me. Any good human rites lawyers on this site, just what can we do. Unfortunately this

dumb ass judge just sent a precedent that will have MANY MANY nightmare implications. And anyone

who think that nurses should be sacri@cial lambs can truly eat *** and die. Harsh words maybe, but just

who will pay for my care if this forced vaccine permanently injures me.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

lin3741

Nobody, unfortunately, as they are immune from any damages or liability.  They’ve got every angle

covered.  Im sorry to hear this and i wish you the best and strength to make the right decisions for

yourself.  All the best!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

eileenruth

I agree with you and think that nurses are the bedrock of any care facility. I am certain the lawyers
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will appeal and if need be, they did say they’d take it to the Supreme Court.. this is a travesty as is

the whole experimental injections push. It is complete insanity! Things will start to unravel slowly

at @rst but I feel like the tide is turning and more people are becoming aware of this diabolical

agenda. Keep the faith.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

slider

For the Solutions are with the view of the documentary-@lm-For-The-Last-Flag-Standing.

https://lastlagstanding.com   For the Truth-Wins.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

JGB123

You may be able to get help here:

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/forced-to-get-covid-vaccine-ican-m..

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

stanleybecker

Soozie - is this a termination issue - can they force you to inject and penalize you for not

complying?? - I think not - they must be blutng - let them attempt to terminate you - see how far

they get - threaten the administrator with negligent conduct - see if they have the balls to push it

through - make it as ditcult as possible for them to proceed with these criminal ABUSE of your

HUman Rights
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Duvernay

Retired Nurse here.  I cannot recommend anyone of conscience to go into nursing at this time. You

would be signing up to become a handmaid of the MedicalPharmaceutical Corporate Cartel, an

arm of the global government, to wage a biotech sociopolitical war against your fellow humans

under the guise of "healthcare."  

Don't expect that this lower court travesty trying to force healthcare workers to be raped by a

completely experimental biotechnology will be necessarily reversed by SCOTUS.  The Supremes

rubberstamp law the other branches of our corporate controlled government set before them under

the cover of the Lower Courts.  They want to get rid of that nasty holdover from post WW2

Nuremberg  that gives people the right to refuse to be experimented on.  They want to make a

return to full Nazi.  Are we going to submissively go along with this evil?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Randyfast

"Harsh Words" are what is required to combat the covid Harsh "Measures". Everything about this

fraud, is criminal...doesn't seem to matter much!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Karolina99

Overall, I think that it would a great opportunity to join class action law  suit with Reiner Fuellmich

and other hundred lawyers. It supposed to be in state one or or few honest professionals who

would start the process. People could get compensations sooner or later for harm and

mistreatment.
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Marago

SoozeQ, I was horri@ed when I read this very recent news article in the Epoch Times.  I am appalled

and don’t even have words to express to all of you @ghting against this “vaccine” NOT A VACCINE,

mandate.

Please respond—if there is anything I can do to help you.  I am not any legal person — just plain

little old me in the USA who cares deeply for my fellow citizens.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

picturetaker

SnoozeQ, They fought this the wrong way.  They should not of use speci@cs of the law as there is

always a counter legal argument. The only way to @ght any mandatory vaccine is that it is a

violation of a persons body and mind and that nobody has any right to force a vaccine or any

medical procedure on them.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Raythe4th

Read Rev. 13.....that is what this is all leading towards.  Bible prophecy clearly predicts that

everyone will be forced to receive a mark on their right hands or foreheads, and without a mark,

you won’t be able to buy/sell. Even if this current experimental vaccine isn’t the mark, it’s a

precursor to one coming soon.
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I personally believe that the Microsoft quantum Dot tattoo quali@es. It has Luciferase in it, will be

used as a buy/sell mechanism, and if implemented on the right hand or forehead, it will de@nitely

match the criteria that the Bible predicts. Scary stuff, and people can scoff all they want at this

information, but it’s God’s Word, not mine. Given to us ahead of time to prepare people for what is

to come. Even if it means death, you must refuse this Mark! Revelation chapter 14 discusses what

happens to those people who take the mark. Spoiler alert - it isn’t good!!!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

drwolfman

Another legal team that will help is Dr. Pam Popper's team at makeamericansfreeagain.com.  They

are currently in the process of suing every state governor, and the CDC.  Also John Singelton at

privacy@ght.com, who is a legal expert, may be able to help.  Peggy Hall at thehealthyamerican.org

may have some tips or suggestions.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

FEAR AND LOATHING? Still have no idea what ya'll are talking about!! Just @nished listening to

another interview w Dr. McCullough and he says this case is going to the TX Supreme Court. Here's

a link: www.bitchute.com/.../4WHbPTp2NRNh

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

har1272

Those of us unvaccinated are now experiencing the loss of freedoms and lack of equal treatment

minority races have experienced for years.  We are the "unwashed".
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

SoozeQ, I would call their bluff! The hospital my wife's lab is in met with the dean of the university

my wife is a Professor at to have her removed from the hospital. They had a new policy at that

hospital that everyone had to get the lu vaccine. The dean threatened to @re my wife for not

getting the lu vaccine. We @led a lawsuit against the university and just before the court date they

dropped the case against her and she never never got vaccinated.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

JamNjim, Can you read? The initial class-action case already had a hearing; and was immediately

re-routed up to the TEXAS SUPREME COURT.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Tomola

What about the Nuremberg Code, but in any event far  better to leave any job than be forced to take

one of the Covid terminator vaccines.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Viowal
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It is my understanding that while the vaccines are Emergency Use Only approval you cannot be

mandated to take it.

I believe if you let the powers that be know that you are aware of this protection and that you will

not be taking the vaccine they will back down. At this time people are protected from taking

experimental treatments.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Retsbew

VACCINE NOTICE OF LIABILITY FORM

SoozeQ, there's a PDF you can print from this website with instructions, the most important of

which are to keep a photocopy of your signed copy in your records - and if you don't want to

present this in person, send it by registered mail - this gives you a receipt that is recognized in

court as evidence of serving the party, or organization involved.  It doesn't matter that this is from

Canada, it will apply in the states.  action4canada.com/employee-vaccine-notice-of-liability  

After you present or serve this document - if you are harassed in any way, keep the best record of it

that you can - time and date stamped is what courts look for.  -Even if it's from your diary, for

instance.  What you have is the basis for a Wrongful Dismissal action.  

It is coercion to force you to endanger your health in order to stay employed.  Your health is a

priority.  I believe you should be able to obtain support from what we call here, UIC - Unemployment

Insurance Commission.  In other words, @nancial support based on the income you received in

your employment for a period of time that would enable you to @nd other suitable employment.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

WL4816
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"It is my understanding that while the vaccines are Emergency Use Only approval you cannot be

mandated to take it."

I think it means the government can't mandate an EUA vaccine, but private employers, such as the

private Methodist hospital in Houston can. The 2005 PREPA act protects vaccine makers from

liability, but if you get a vaccine injury, OSHA considers it to be a work-related injury and the

employer who made you get it as a condition of employment might be held liable under an OSHA

rule. You have to take the risk of getting vaccinated @rst and then if something goes wrong, if

you're alive and still able to function, you should try to @nd a lawyer who might help you (you'll need

to have a family, friends or other loved ones who can take care of you if you become debilitated).

It's a situation where you're required to play "Russian roulette" with your health in order to serve Bill

and Melinda Gates. But Gates may have co-opted lawyers the same way they've co-opted doctors

into not helping patients with vaccine issues. Also, keep in mind that you might be eligible for

disability bene@ts paid by Workers Comp, SSI or SSA if you become unable to work, but these

bene@ts are not permanent and require periodic medical reviews. Lawyers can help with that, but, if

they win your case, they'll take a portion of your meager bene@ts every month as payment for their

services. Injuries caused by a vaccine would be otcially described as of "unknown etiology" and

based on symptoms (which might be physical and/or mental), never the vaccine.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Randyfast

Before I even read the article; allow me to point out the obvious (or not). "Fact Checkers" exist for one

reason only; so...if a fact checker claims that something is false; we can assume that it is true!

BTW: We need to stop referring to the nanobot shots as "vaccines". Also; stop calling them gene

"therapy". Therapy implies "treating illness". Those shots are not treating anything - they are causing

illness - and death!

Posted On 06/14/2021
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jamNjim

Yep, 700+ more people have died in the USA in just the last 2 weeks after being vaccinated. We are

almost to 6,000.  Fact checkers are the epitome of the "fox guarding the chicken house".

www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/@nd@eld.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EV..

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

JamNJim and Randy, the number of US vacn deaths may be close to 50,000 - here's a recent link

from this weekend: www.bitchute.com/.../4WHbPTp2NRNh

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ASD quotexpert momquot

How about we call these shots “genocidal injections”?  Or “genocide via syringe”?

 “Pharma-assisted suicide”?  Golly, there are so many possibilities!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

Real, It's probably higher than that! I bet if you researched those that died after the jab in an

Auburn, New York nursing home, none of them got entered into VAERS. Most of the victims caught

Covid-19 shortly after being vaccinated and died so the cause of death on their birth certi@cates

says "COVID-19", not the P@zer vaccine.
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Here's the real story that covers the fact that no one had died from Covid-19 for the entire year of

2020 until December 21st. That's the day they vaccinated the residents. By the 2nd week of Jan

over 32 people had died from so-called covid-19, but THEY WERE ALL VACCINATED and no one

had died from covid-19 in that facility prior to being vaccinated!

vaccineimpact.com/2021/24-dead-and-137-infected-at-ny-nursing-home-aft..

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Randyfast

ASD; Death By Lethal Injection?

Rreal; thanks, I haven't seen this one. It's always good to hear/see Reiner taking part in these

videos.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Retsbew

Gene Treatment is a more accurate description and may give readers' pause to consider their next

step?  Using the words Gene Treatment along with highlighting that the blood supply will now be

tainted could be effective. 

In 1993 the Canadian government appointed Justice Horace Krever to investigate how the

Canadian Red Cross and the health care system allowed Canadians to receive blood transfusions

tainted with hepatitis C and HIV.  If you've had a transfusion w/i the time frame of tainted blood,

you're advised to get a yearly blood test to verify that you're clear for Hep C and HIV.

 www.cpac.ca/.../tainted-blood

Posted On 06/14/2021
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Randyfast

Retsbew; I prefer to call it gene altering/disrupting/interference substance.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

stanleybecker

that this pseudo vaccination is lethal and dangerous is beyond question - the public who has marched

into this Death Trap is not happy - now is the time to press hard with the revelations that the vaccinated

should have researched and found out before being criminally ABUSED by Pharma hucksters for

BLOOD MONEY - where is MORALITY?? -  have we, the citizens of Planet Earth been hoodwinked by

deranged jumped up spoilt brats like Snake junior whose only aim is to OWN everything and cruelly

subject his subjects to the eugenics treatment of mass death and in@rmity

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi Stan, Having a ditcult time keeping up? You will want to listen to this interview from this past

weekend: www.bitchute.com/.../4WHbPTp2NRNh  - watch for details. 10x more deaths from these

shots? Bridle has pulled back? its moving fast, repercussions coming from out from woodwork?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Good_Hands

Irony: today just happens to be World Blood Donor Day. I wonder how many unvaccinated individuals

will ultimately get trans-vaccinated as a result of future transfusions with vaccinated blood donated
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today. Things that make you go "ewwwwww."

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Duvernay

I used to donate blood.  Never again.  I am not vaccinated,  so I will not allow any phlebotomists

anywhere near my body with a needle to extract whole blood, spin out the red blood cells and

RETURN THE PLASMA INTO MY CIRCULATION....I lat out don't trust anyone from the corporate

healthcare industry that says it wants my help "for the greater good!!"

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Good_Hands

Duvernay, perhaps someone will start an unvaccinated-only blood donation clinic. Then, when an

unvaccinated person needs a transfusion -- and they'll have to have a passport PROVING that

they're unvaccinated -- they can get certi@ed, Grade A, unvaccinated blood. It would, of course,

need to be staffed by trustworthy people.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

This tidbit may cheer you up?

www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-facebook-amazon-apple-targete..

Posted On 06/14/2021
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Good_Hands

rrealrose, that is de@nitely cheery! Always happy to see big tech get smaller. Thanks for sharing!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

downbythesea

I don't understand why it would be such an anomaly, or so unexpected, for the vaccine to spread

throughout the body (and not remain at the injection site).  Isn't that what all vaccines are intended to

do?  Disperse throughout the body..

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

dearjankoaol.com

correct and those are not even  vaccines, but programs ,with Liquid Crystals, delivered to your brain

via Magnetized Hydrogel and very low EMF, to your brain ,to became a Zombie (Dr. Pierre Gilbert in

1995)-google it

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ssilver

The point is that it was "expected" that the contents of the experimental gene therapy vaccine

would remain in the arm muscle where it was injected. Instead, the harmful spike proteins have

been shown to invade and infest all parts of the body.
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

I know, right? It appears they are creating more fake news to be used as a coverup of some sort.

Who in their right mind thinks that anything that gets injected in a major muscle is just going to

"stay there" in that one spot?? That is the most idiotic thing I have ever heard! For that to happen, it

would require blood to STOP FLOWING to the injection site! What would be the end result of that?

The tissues/muscles that absorbed the vaccine would die without blood lowing through them. The

saddest part is no one is smart enough to use simple deductive reasoning to call BULL$H!T on all

of this! Now we have administrators of hospitals and schools @ring people who can actually

"DEDUCT" that these vaccines are good for only one thing and that is to kill anyone over the age of

75. Just look at the VAERS website for the numbers. Many, if not most, of the people dying from

these vaccines are over the age of 75 and they die the same day they get vaccinated! NONE of the

Fake News MSM is reporting this.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ttn7292

The answer to your question is in the article: "normally, the spike protein on a virus will collapse on

itself and fall into the cell once it attaches to the ACE2 receptor. The vaccine-induced spike protein

does not do this. Instead it stays open and remains attached to the ACE2 receptor, thereby

disabling it and causing a host of problems that lead to heart, lung and immune impairment."

Meaning the spike proteins are foreign proteins belonging to another organism and must be

recycled, that is reassembled according to your own code. Instead they are dispersed throughout

the body, causing all sorts of problems for the immune system.

Posted On 06/14/2021
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Javaned

Downbythesea -- exactly! I was surprised, that somebody (let alone scientists) can say with

straight face, they believed ANY injected material will stay in the place of the shot. IMO it begins to

leak immediately inro the bloodstream and get transported everywhere.

Posted On 06/15/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

I use ivermectin/Ivermax from local farm supply on my dogs ea month...The bottle says 1% pure

ivermectin..I use .1cc/10lbs body weight...Maybe a safe dosage for people could be recommended?..I

would consider using it in a pinch if "spiked."  and do vaxxed people shed spike protein or to be

avoided?  

Large doses of Vit C are protective in oxidative stress (also boosts Tcells and interferon) as is NAC

orally or nebulized to generate glutathione (sulfur sources too).  Vitamin C plus collagenous broths

de@nitely protect vessel linings.  Sauna/sunshine; no brainers.  Mitochondria need oxygen too to

produce a healthy body voltage; so all forms of yogic/qui-gong/Iceman breathwork or even HBOT!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Marago

I use Organic Sulfur everyday.  Good for mitochondria plus it gives me an energy boost!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

forbiddenhealing
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Marago...Yes, everything from MSM, NAC and RALA to brassicas, eggs, garlic, onions or even

match-head size scoops of elemental sulfur.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

downbythesea

My friends came back from Mexico and brought a bunch of Ivermectin with them.  Apparently very

easy, just sold in drug store - no prescription required.  I hope that would be a form more suitable

for human consumption.  Wouldn't it be dangerous to use one intended for animals?  But then

again, vets prescribe human drugs for animals so... who knows, this is all so crazy.

Here in British Columbia, a local company has developed an antibody treatment which prevents

full-blown covid.  It is approved in Canada; approved in the U.S., and sitting in storage.

 www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

forbidden, when we were doing @eld maneuvers (ARMY) back in the day, we would suck on a match

head once a day to keep the vermin off (especially ticks). It worked, but I'm not sure how toxic it

was. I'm sure there were carcinogens in those match heads.  Most of us would rather suffer any

mild side effect of the match head toxins than get covered in ticks and risk Lyme Disease. Fort

Campbell, KY had seed ticks. You didn't get one or two. You would get between 100 and 1000 at

once!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

forbiddenhealing
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JamNjim,  Tell me bout it...We got resident deer, ticks come in on dogs daily, and then get into a

nest of seed ticks...Pharmacies used to sell lowers of sulfur and farm supply has elemental..Put in

pant cuffs/ socks or just search em out..Old farmer I know keeps a cup of S on dinner table/tiny

scoop ea night w dinner.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

My BDU's (battle dress uniforms) would smell like a lit match for weeks after a 2 week @eld training

event!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

Quote: "We have known for a long time that the spike protein is a pathogenic protein. It is a toxin. It can

cause damage in our body if it gets into circulation. ~ Dr. Byram Bridle"..........DUUH! I don't need a PhD

in Virology or Immunology to @gure that one out! Anything you put in your body that has the side

effects this vaccine has is BAD FOR YOU! It is doing damage to your body. It is why God gave us the

sense of pain. You can walk/run away from anything that causes pain! Remember, they only make

money if you are sick. Just walk away from the medical system!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

nojusticenopeace

@jamNjim, Exactly! Walk/Run away from the medical system especially hospitals. Use alternative
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medicine( herbs, vitamin C, oregano oil, colloidal silver, homeopathic remedies, acupuncture, rest,

sleep, exercise, nature )  forget about Ivermectin ( it is a lab made drug may not be the worst of

them but still has side effects )that just shows one believes Covid19 is deadlier then the lu/cold

complications. It is Not. People need to stop relying on doctors for advise they are not educated in

anything but what drugs to give patients.

Some of the side-effects that may be associated with ivermectin include skin rash, nausea,

vomiting, diarrhea, stomach pain, facial or limb swelling, neurologic adverse events (dizziness,

seizures, confusion), sudden drop in blood pressure, severe skin rash potentially requiring

hospitalization and liver injury

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

nojusticenopiece, I'm skeptical of ivermectin because I used to own pets and I gave this stuff to

them for parasites. It always made them sick. However, it did kill the parasites! If I got full blown

Covid-19, with symptoms, I would probably take it. I have no problem with HCQ. Low dose (200mg)

of HCQ is absolutely harmless and most people have no side effects. I have a 60 year old cousin

that's been taking it for more than 30 years to suppress her Lupus with no problems. The best thing

about HCQ is that it nearly doubles zinc absorption. Zinc is as important as Vit-D when it comes to

preventing viral infections. So supplementing zinc when taking HCQ will help double your zinc.

Viruses don't stand a chance.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

lin3741

BIOWEAPON....Otherwise known as GENOCIDE.     And so sneeky too...How All the ‘lovely’ things this

jab can do will make the deaths look like heart attacks and strokes in the old, early onset alzheimers in

the middle aged, and “autism” in the babies.  That is IF the sterilization didn’t “work” or the mother
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didn’t miscarry.   And then what? If you didn’t DIE, you will be a zombie of one form or another and your

“condition” will require even more poison from big daddy pharma.  and they’re lining up to take it, after

which they plaster themselves all over the internet on how PROUD they are for taking it.   Wow.  Very

very clever.   Very very sneeky.   Very very scary.  

In the end...Very very sad. We are going to go from covid culture to zombie culture to full blown slave

culture.  So glad im the age i am.  I lived in the best of times.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Kanadian45

The best of times to live. I feel the same. Sadly though, my children and grandchildrens future is

doomed.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

harvelicious

lin3741 - any "human threat" surviving the insidious assault from the death shots will simply have a

@ring mechanism put to their forehead - that is what the training program of "checking

temperatures" was meant to simulate & get people to normalize.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

lin3741

Harvelicious,  In your expert opinion what wd you say wd constitute as a “human threat”?   If you

don’t wear a mask to the store?  If you make a comment against the narrative on a social platform?

  And id be curious to know where you got your info about the forehead shootings to come, and the
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fact that temp checks are to ‘condition’ us in some way????    By all means enlighten us all w your

sources of information…

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

svmeyer

All of this seems on the one hand unbelievable, however on the other hand right up bill gates alley.

Gates theory that the world is over populated (at best) funded the research and probably delights in the

fact that the so called vaccines are a killer. We must not only, be able to monitor the human race (little

people) but control them as well.  As said in this article, 'we made a mistake'. No, I don't believe that

this was any mistake. It was the plan from the beginning. Further evidence that man is evil and power

corrupts. Money begats power. Greater power begats corruption. One third the population is merely

collateral damage. We will control the re productivity of the race.  Now we will not only control the

population but control the human race throughout the planet. Mark my words, they will not blame all

this on the vaccine. The blame will be put on those that were not vaccinated. I'm from the government

and I'm here to help you.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

lin3741

Oh yes, he LOVES the thing called a syringe!  Loves holding one in each hand with a big evil grin on

his face.  And lest we forget his next big project!...To (partially) block out the sun!   Yes that’s what

mr. Self-proclaimed god wants to do, probably w the help of his space freak buddy MUSKet. Yes,

double down on the zombie culture by blocking the sun and depleting all of the vitamin D!  And

cause major depression and kill the hospitality and tourism industry altogether, and the crops and

plants too!  Kill those so we can’t grow our own food!!  Eat only the frankenfood I give you!  Your

abusive father, your NEW GOD billy the snake!!! The antichrist.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/svmeyer/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/lin3741/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

lovestosing6

I just watched a weird news thing where the vice president is coming to my state to encourage people

to get vaccinated. You know, because it’s such a good idea. Also I was listening to a doctor out of

Emory encouraging people to get vaccinated because they have a whole SIX MONTHS of data that

says it’s perfectly safe.  I can’t believe they’re literally pushing it to last this long. They’re forcing it on

us. This is insanity, nobody I know all around me has anything. I wish they would just leave us alone.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

lin3741

I do wonder if they will be calling us and even knocking on doors after a while. Then what?  PS

watch the veep get booed off stage like she does EVERYWHERE SHE GOES LOL!  All she ever gets

met with is rotten tomatoes!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

nojusticenopeace

Hi lovestosing6 agreed they are pushing very hard. I live in So. Cal but making plans to get out of

the US, I don't think "they" will be leaving us alone any time soon. They is the Jesuits( Jesuit Order

aka The Society of Jesus ) all the main puppet players are Jesuit educated ( Fauci, Biden, Newsom,

Cuomo, Trump, etc. ). They own DC, City of London and of course the Vatican. They are backed by

the wealthy Vatican/Catholic Church. Their dark sordid cruel history goes back to the 1500's

founded by Ignatius Loyola they are experts in deception manipulation and in@ltration. Ultimate

control and power over our lives is their drug.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/lovestosing6/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/lin3741/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/nojusticenopeace/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

1proudnana

Thank you Dr Mercola, for all you do to inform us on how to be healthy. In this scary article thank you

for including tips on how to counteract the harms of the vaccine. There are many of my family and

friends who have taken the vaccine. Thank you for your courage in continuing to provide valuable

health info in spite of slander and opposition.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

datadragon

New additional research shows that exposure to the SARS-CoV-2 S1 spike protein ALONE was enough

to induce COVID-19-like symptoms including severe inlammation of the lungs-- EVEN WITHOUT THE

PRESENCE OF INTACT VIRUS using a newly developed model of acute lung injury that utilizes

transgenic mice that express the human receptor for SARS-CoV-2 in their lungs. The researchers found

that the genetically modi@ed mice injected with the spike protein exhibited COVID-19-like symptoms

that included severe inlammation, an inlux of white blood cells into their lungs and evidence of a

cytokine storm—an immune response in which the body starts to attack its own cells and tissues rather

than just @ghting off the virus. The mice that only received saline remained normal.

http://sha.rest/6c5003  This research that just came out also shows new evidence of the S1 spike

protein circulating in the blood after vaccination with the moderna mRNA-1273 vaccine.

http://sha.rest/zhM0hc  The spike protein is composed of S1 and S2 subunits. The S1 subunit is

further divided into an N-terminal domain (NTD) and a receptor-binding domain (RBD).The S1 subunit

of the spike protein readily crossed the blood–brain barrier in male mice, was taken up by brain regions

and entered the parenchymal brain space. S1 was also taken up by the lung, spleen, kidney and liver.

Intranasally administered S1 also entered the brain, although at levels roughly ten times lower than

after intravenous administration.  www.nature.com/.../s41593-020-00771-8

The spike proteins that extrude from SARS-CoV-2 promote inlammatory responses on the endothelial

cells including those that form the blood-brain barrier and cause the BBB to become leaky. Introduction

https://articles.mercola.com/members/1proudnana/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
http://sha.rest/6c5003
http://sha.rest/zhM0hc
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41593-020-00771-8
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of the spike protein, particularly a portion designated subunit 1 (S1), produced substantial changes

changes in endothelial barrier function that led to declines in barrier integrity. http://sha.rest/P9IMas

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

datadragon

SARS-CoV-2 Spike Protein Impairs Endothelial Function via Downregulation of ACE 2

www.ahajournals.org/.../CIRCRESAHA.121.318902  Research is also showing that the Lipid

NanoParticles (LNPs) containing the mRNA code after vaccination are widely circulated around the

body including highly in the ovaries, as well as other locations including the uterus. Page 16/17

http://sha.rest/Lugp20   The lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) ALONE have shown signi@cant upregulation

of gene transcripts associated with activation of inlammasomes, such as NLRP3 and IL-1b, and

downregulation of Nlrp10, which is known to inhibit inlammasomes

www.biorxiv.org/.../2021.03.04.430128v1.full   

In table 2 these LNPs also contain cholesterol. pubs.acs.org/.../acsnano.1c01845   and cholesterol

crystals activate the NLRP3 inlammasome as well pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/20428172   NLRP3 is

primarily associated with host immune defenses against infections provoked by viruses, bacteria

or fungi. However, NLRP3 is also linked to the development of several chronic diseases

characterized by persistent inlammation, such as Alzheimer disease, gout, atherosclerosis,

diabetes, autoinlammatory diseases, arthritis, obesity and chronic kidney disease (CKD)..heart

attack, stroke, blood clotting as well as is hyperactivated in later stage Covid-19.

Antibodies against the spike protein also are mentioned to be inlammatory and can further

activate the NLRP3 inlammasome according to research I mentioned recently in comments here

http://sha.rest/IggPM0  the NLRP3 inlammasome is implicated in the age-dependent loss of

female fertility, and lowering the NLRP3 inlammasome improved fertility in female mice to levels

comparable to those of Nlrp3-/- (knockout) mice. http://sha.rest/T9TVfq   http://sha.rest/52f6kf

Posted On 06/14/2021
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datadragon

The antibody dependent enhancement with covid-19 was found to be of a new type. A research

group from Osaka University discovered that both neutralizing antibodies that protect against

infection, as well as infection-enhancing antibodies that increase infectivity are both produced

after infection with SARS-CoV-2 by analyzing antibodies from COVID-19 patients. Enhancing and

neutralizing antibodies are produced in both non-severe and severe patients, and the levels of

enhancing and neutralizing antibodies were higher in severe patients.

The spike protein is composed of S1 and S2 subunits. The S1 subunit is further divided into an

N-terminal domain (NTD) and a receptor-binding domain (RBD).The interaction between the RBD

and the host cell receptor, ACE2 is responsible for SARS-CoV-2 infection of host cells, and

antibodies against the RBD of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein block the binding of ACE2 to the spike

protein and prevent SARS-CoV-2 infection. However, when certain infection-enhancing antibodies

bind to a speci@c site on the N-terminal-domain of the SARS-Cov-2 spike protein, the antibodies

induced the open conformation of RBD and therefore enhanced the binding capacity of the spike

protein to ACE2 and increased infectivity of SARS-CoV-2. The increase in ACE2 binding to the spike

protein in the presence of enhancing antibodies was dose-dependent. ACE2 preferentially binds to

the open conformation of the RBD. Non-enhancing anti-NTD antibodies did not induce open RBD.

Worse, the production of infection-enhancing antibodies also lessened/weakened the ability of the

neutralizing antibodies to prevent infection. In addition, the enhancing effect was also observed

when neutralizing antibodies were added before the enhancing antibodies. Although the ADE

induced by the enhancing antibodies is relatively lower than the Fc-receptor mediated ADE

observed in other viruses such as dengue virus, Fc receptors are not involved in this new type of

ADE. http://sha.rest/vQzkQG

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

datadragon

The main concerns arise with this other study when linked together. In this study, the vaccinees

had the highest proportion of binding to neutralizing antibody titers, indicating an immune

https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
http://sha.rest/vQzkQG
https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
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response focused on non-neutralizing antibodies or an induction of less potent neutralizing

antibodies in general (or both). These proportions remained stable over time with the ratio of

binding to neutralizing antibodies in vaccinated individuals being signi@cantly higher than those

observed for any of the three convalescent groups. Anti-RBD antibody titers seemed to decline

faster than anti-spike antibody titers, which appeared to be more stable over time.

www.medrxiv.org/.../2021.03.07.21253098v2.full  

Twitter suspended the INVENTOR of mRNA technology for saying that vaccinated persons could

shed the spike protein even though his post suggested (rather than from a study) that this occurs

in amounts that alone would not be enough to cause disease.

twitter.com/.../1399060468128305154

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

OK, listen to this one from the past weekend, note the major issues with govt agencies working in

lockstep, using media as their cheerleaders, acting as roadblocks to any progress:

www.bitchute.com/.../4WHbPTp2NRNh  - apparently threats are lying, along with desperation to

get a shot in every arm. my delay?  found it but only so many hours to the day (and evening).

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Great work Datadragon.  Doctor Mercola commented that as a treatment for those vaccinated

Ivermectin appears particularly promising as it actually binds to the spike protein.  I am wondering

about Quercetin/Zinc/Vit C in this respect or any other treatment?  You may have heard that Dr

Tess Lawrie Director of Evidence-Based Medicine Consultancy has written to the UK regulator

urging that the vaccine roll-out is stopped.  (She also wrote to the """health"""" secretary in January

urging him to use Ivermectin. No reply received to various letters)

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.03.07.21253098v2.full
https://twitter.com/Mockingjay20211/status/1399060468128305154
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4WHbPTp2NRNh/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/NewlandsWanderer/default.aspx
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Here's a snippet of her letter to the regulator - and the link to the full letter is in the tweet:

twitter.com/.../1

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Hi datadragon & rrealrose - this is very disturbing news if true about the spike proteins: Global

Time-bomb: halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/global-time-bomb-f..

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

Newlands, thanks, I suspect they knew back in 2006 and again in 2012 that mRNA shots can be

lethal. Animal trials run at at least 1 Level 4 lab in the US in 2012 certainly point in that direction.

Question is what proportion of the population may be susceptible, yet not enough data is known

(released) for genomics guys to do their thing. Saw an estimate of 20% of the population that

already took the shot may be in trouble; not immediately, later on when they encounter another

corona. Its a rough estimate, the degree of what is "in trouble" may vary...a bit sketchy? There's a

big reason why Moderna never got any product to market over the past 10 years, that's because

they could never show safety in any of their animal trials. Does that about nail it? Nope, the FDA,

CDC, NIH, NIAID and HHS are all captured by Big Pharma. Whatever their mandate is, these

agencies are now sleepwalkers in an old Woody Allen lick.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

datadragon

https://twitter.com/FreedomAllian11/status/1404080587779063819/photo/1
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NW -  In those without prior COVID-19 infection, the immune response was less strong after a @rst

dose only of P@zer/BioNTech vaccine, potentially leaving them at risk from variants.

www.sciencedaily.com/.../210430120328.htm  This goes along with the antibody study above. The

autopsy mentions a single vaccination with the BNT162b2 http://sha.rest/6yR3HQ  There are a

number of potential avenues I can think of. One, Curcumin inhibits the nlrp3 inlammasome and

the suppression of cytokine release by curcumin correlates with clinical improvement in

experimental models of disease conditions where a cytokine storm plays a signi@cant role in

mortality. There are quite a large number of things that can inhibit NLRP3 activation both drugs

and supplements. However it also inhibits amyloid beta protein aggregation and binds to prion

proteins. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29549176   http://sha.rest/bllW3A   Perhaps using a

turmeric/curcumin blend should be looked at as A study published in the journal In Vivo shows

Cyclocurcumin, another different constituent of Curcuma longa (in Turmeric) potently inhibited

shear stress-induced platelet activation, primarily through modulating the initial step, vWF –

platelets GP Ib interaction. Moreover, cyclocurcumin effectively inhibited thrombus formation,

without inluencing platelet cell viability or blood clotting time. Collectively, we demonstrated that

cyclocurcumin might be a promising therapeutic agent for the treatment or prevention of

thrombotic diseases.   www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S175646461930386X

 pubs.acs.org/.../acs.jnatprod.6b00331  

Rose - Thanks as usual for your replies and links...

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

Datadragon, it does not need to cross the bbb: once spikes get into the bloodstream, intestines

lining is loaded w ace-2 receptors. Presumably, manufactured spikes along the intestinal lining

only need access to the back door, the vagal pathway to the brain. That same back door allows

somewhat digested WGA from wheat to cross into the brain. Or that pathway may allow prions

access to the brain, or other toxins in the gut that appear to lead to Parkinson's. This lack of

speci@city of where spikes will congregate and be taken up in organs was either never tested or

never released. Everyone fails to mention in men's testes as well as women's ovaries.

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/04/210430120328.htm
http://sha.rest/6yR3HQ
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29549176/
http://sha.rest/bllW3A
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S175646461930386X
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jnatprod.6b00331
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Thank you datadragon.  Very helpful to know about turmeric.  

rrealrose:  Dr Roger Hodkinson is on the warpath about potential fertility problems.

twitter.com/.../1400147762243645440  

And on fertility generally twitter.com/.../1401937037067010054

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

datadragon

Rose & NW - Quite right about Ace2, Here is a paper on the expression of the SARS-CoV-2 cell

receptor gene ACE2 in a wide variety of human tissues  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7186534  I

mentioned a bit on infertility and NLRP3 activation above but  Infertility also links back again to

inlammation and stress. For example more in males apparently in the shorter term, brand new

research has con@rmed in laboratory testing that a population of nerve cells near the base of the

brain, the RFRP neurons, become active in stressful situations and then show that when the activity

of the RFRP cells is increased, reproductive hormones are suppressed in a similar manner to what

happens during stress, or during exposure to the stress hormone cortisol. When they used cortisol

to suppress the reproductive hormones, but also silenced the RFRP neurons, the reproductive

system continued to function as if cortisol wasn't there at all and no longer supressed the

reproductive hormones, proving that the RFRP neurons are a critical piece of the puzzle in

stress-induced suppression of reproduction. However, we observed a critical sex-speci@c role for

RFRP neurons in mediating acute and chronic stress-induced reproductive suppression. Female

mice exhibiting RFRP neuron ablation or silencing did not exhibit the stress-induced suppression in

pulsatile luteinizing hormone secretion observed in control mice. Furthermore, RFRP neuronal

activation markedly stimulated glucocorticoid secretion, demonstrating a feedback loop whereby

stressful stimuli activate RFRP neurons, which in turn further activate the stress axis.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/NewlandsWanderer/default.aspx
https://twitter.com/i/status/1400147762243645440
https://twitter.com/i/status/1401937037067010054
https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
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www.sciencedaily.com/.../201204110230.htm

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Senator. Hall: “Have you seen any other vaccine that was put out to the public that skipped the animal

test?”

Dr. Farella:”Never before.”

Senator. Hall: “As I have read, they actually started the animal tests, and because the animals were

dying, they stopped the tests.”

Dr: “Correct.”

twitter.com/.../1403921851055751168  And more revelations: twitter.com/.../1394095767338557440

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

Here's another one from the weekend, about 45 minute interview w Dr. Peter McCullough:

www.bitchute.com/.../4WHbPTp2NRNh   - hair raising details being discussed.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer
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Hi rrealrose - thanks for that.  Here's what Dr Peter McCullough posted on a physicians only

website yesterday:

Dr. Peter McCullough1 day ago, June 12, 2021, Multiple medical authorities have called for

termination of the COVID-19 mass vaccination program due to safety concerns and the lack of

independent critical event, data safety monitoring, and human ethics committees:

1)  Bruno et al, 57 authors from 17 countries indicate the program should be halted unless safety

mechanisms are immediately installed and risk mitigation initiated.

www.authorea.com/users/414448/articles/522499-sars-cov-2-mass-vaccinat..  

2)  Lawrie et al, Evidence Based Medicine Consultancy calls upon the MHRA to terminate the

COVID-19 vaccination program "vaccines not safe for human use".  drive.google.com/.../view  

3)  McCullough PA, calls for halt of vaccination of < 30 year olds for no clinical bene@t and safety

concerns.  rumble.com/vif52d-evidence-builds-for-early-treatment-natural-immunity..  

4)  Wastila, et al, letter to FDA calling for non-approval of COVID-19 vaccines based on safety

concerns.  www.regulations.gov/.../FDA-2021-P-0521-0001  

Based on VAERS as of May 28, 2021, there were 5,165 deaths reported and over 17,619

hospitalizations reported. By comparison, from July 1, 1997, until December 31, 2013, VAERS

received 666 adult death reports for all vaccines.[1]

[1]Pedro L. Moro, Jorge Arana, Mria Cano, Paige Lewis, and Tom T. Shimabukuro, Deaths Reported

to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System, United States, 1997-2013, VACCINES, CID

2015:61 (September 2015).

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

Yeah, Too many details fell out of Dr. McCullough's interview to grasp at one time. Listened to

portions a second time.

https://www.authorea.com/users/414448/articles/522499-sars-cov-2-mass-vaccination-urgent-questions-on-vaccine-safety-that-demand-answers-from-international-health-agencies-regulatory-authorities-governments-and-vaccine-developers
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pH0Y3jvHtgaEwcDR9QGTB2f90IaPbcRW/view
https://rumble.com/vif52d-evidence-builds-for-early-treatment-natural-immunity-and-pause-on-vaccinati.html
https://www.regulations.gov/commenton/FDA-2021-P-0521-0001
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
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Clear that no safety checks normally used for any vaccn program were ever put in place for this

rollout. Therefore, quite a few US alphabet agencies have been proceeding for the past 6 months or

more under a large shadow of malfeasance: FDA, CDC, HHS, NIH and NIAID - maybe more. By

lowering the PCR test cycles, fakes the appearance shots are working whereas no virus sterilizing

antibodies are being produced (just read one of data's links above). Instead, its summer, after the

@rst week of June is end of lu season. Instead, its creating many spikes, anywhere in the body. NO

synthetic shot can be used to create herd immunity. Combined, a lot of false statements are being

broadcasting by mainstream media.

(The key is the Dr. Peter Doshi citizen's petition that you link above, with the Japanese study

embedded in their petition.) Reading it later.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

PaulCardin

The most recent post (12th June 2021) by The Last American Vagabond con@rms that following an

autopsy carried out on a person who died following COVID19 vaccination the viral RNA had indeed

travelled to nearly every organ of the body:

www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/covid-jab-postmortem-@nds-viral-rna-n..  

Is it any wonder that guilty otcials are doing anything to avoid carrying out autopsies?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

dude01

This morning's New York Times posts a story by David Leonhardt, calling it an update on Covid and the

Delta variant. It follows with some bold text leading into the story, 'If you're not vaccinated...'  I would

include a link to this but I'm currently using a device that is quite old and won't allow me to do that. The

summation of their message is that if you're fully vaccinated, you have no worries. That's odd because

https://articles.mercola.com/members/PaulCardin/default.aspx
https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/covid-jab-postmortem-finds-viral-rna-nearly-all-organs-pakistan-blocks-sim-cards-unvaxxed/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/dude01/default.aspx
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a childhood friend of mine got the vaccination, and a few weeks later, I was attending his wake. I know

of several other stories of death and injury related to close proximity of vaccinations. Gates needs to

be put on an investigative hot seat like Fauci, not only for covid irregularities, but also for his

chuminess with pedophile ring leader, Jeffery Epstein. Oh what a world we live in.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Randyfast

Dude; they all read from the same script. This utter insanity is the CRIME OF THE CENTURY and I

mean that quite literally!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

nothingsound

Look into Mocking Bird relating to the news

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

dude01

Randy - you're absolutely correct. We know whose money is behind that article. Your term, CRIME

OF THE CENTURY,  @ts well.

nothing sound - is this what you're referring to? stateofthenation.co       If so, that's good info. Of

course most of the aware ones know that the push for the vax is all propaganda, and that the goal

of the corrupt is to crash the economy, devalue the dollar, reduce the population, and get the Great

Reset jump started.
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Good_Hands

I love how the call it the Delta Variant. Like Delta Force -- Chuck Norris and company are going to

invade your body and run a black op to destroy your health from the inside out. No one will escape

the hail of spikes and the fury of the special forces. Quick! Surround yourselves with razor wire!!!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ConcernedinCA

If we are concerned about strengthening our innate immune systems, why are we not upset about the

5G rollout? Why are we obsessed, instead, with wireless devices that emit microwave and millimeter

wave rf radiation, a toxin that attacks our immune systems? Why have I not seen many articles about

that on this site? Why are we allowing tens of thousands of SpaceX and other satellites being placed

into low atmospheric orbit, beaming wi@ (microwave radiation) down on all living beings in our nation

and on earth? WHY?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

tallulah3

Dr Mercola wrote a book called EMF•d and it is all about wireless devices and all about

electromagnetic @elds and how to protect yourself from it

Posted On 06/14/2021
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ConcernedinCA

Dr. Mercola wrote a book on it. That is not enough. Not by far. Just look at what is happening!

Worse than COVID, and worse than the vaccines. but not much in your face about it. Build your

immune systems and buy products, maybe that is the purpose? Buy, buy, buy. Meanwhile the earth

and all of us are going to be harmed in a vile, immediate, quite unprecedented way.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

Concerened, Did you try the "search engine" at the top of the page?? You just go to the top of the

page, type in EMF just to the left of the BLUE search button, and hit return. You'll get at least 100

articles on EMF's. There's even one he posted in April 2020 that concerns Covid-19, the 5G rollout,

Satellites, etc....

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Fibonacci1

Why ?  Because they can, they will and it will continue to get worse.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

pinklucygirl

The Biden regime is forcing cadets at West Point to get the jab or face solitary con@nement or

dismissal.  At @rst, 700 cadets refused but faced such pressure that they submitted, all except 100

whose parents are uniting to hire lawyers to protect their children.
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

WL4816

In the old days, people joined the U.S. military to @ght fascist tyranny, or at least that's what they

thought they were doing. Now, they're being required to support America's fascist COVID agenda.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jen3070

In the old days (not so long ago), the military PROHIBITED its people from getting experimental

medical procedures/treatments. Gee, whatever happened to that?!

Posted On 06/15/2021

 

roberts1008yahoo.com

If you look very closely at the dates on when the virus was released out of the Level 4 lab in Wuhan,

and you look at the dates on when manufacturing began for these "vaccines", and you look at the dates

for the government planning events, you'll come to the conclusion that this was the process that took

place:

1) The mRNA and DNA "vaccine" technology was re@ned and approved to likely meet it's intended

agenda.

2) The planning has reached a high level of degree and was approved. It included the following -

Prospect for a New American Century; Lockstep by Rockefeller Foundation; Crimson Contagion; SPARS

Report; Event 201; ID2020; Agenda 2030; Great Reset

3) Biological weaponized virus released out of Wuhan Level 4 lab.
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4) Operation Warp Speed, military program, was initiated to make the "@nal solution" drug for mass

sterilization and injury.

5) Push toward police-state passports, preventing people from working, traveling, buying, selling

without it. In order to keep these passports, one must continuously allow authorities to use them for

medical experimentation, and to conduct total surveillance on them.

In other words, Byram and others are missing the timeline and the big picture. This was premeditated

genocide / depopulation. This was not, as he says, "a mistake". This was a well-designed killing

machine and extremely evil to it's core.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

annette5252

I have no doubt that this shot is absolute poison.  I am interested in learning more about the effects the

vaccinated will cause for the rest of us since there has already been some evidence of possible

transmission.  Do the vaccinated peoples' bodies only make spike proteins for a short while or do they

continue to make them long after the shot? When these spike proteins accumulate in their body

organs, do the spike proteins stay there forever or do they eventually leave their bodies?  Will the

unvaccinated become "vaccinated" by spending time with those who have been vaccinated?  How can

the unvaccinated best protect themselves (besides avoiding the vaccinated)?

I am not sure if there are answers for my questions yet, but I do hope doctors/researchers will study

these things.  It should be a priority to learn these things so that we may save the rest of the population

(the unvaccinated) before the entire world's population is destroyed.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jen3070
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I too, would like answers/suggestions for this. There does seem to be evidence of shedding the

spike protein and unvaccinated people having similar problems to the vaxxed after being in

proximity. It is very scary. You think you're safe by choosing not to get it, and maybe you're not safe

after all! If the body is creating these proteins all over, and they are even found in the lungs, then

surely they can be expelled and transmitted. I watched a video about this featuring several doctors,

which was well done, but I feel like the solutions came up short of what we really need. We need

help on how to avoid this problem!!

Posted On 06/15/2021

 

Smac57

So who is controlling AP news..........apnews.com/.../fact-checking-377989296609

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

CMT367

smac57...AP is part of teh MSM juggernaut, or the same cabal controlling NIH-CDC-AMA-most of

US congress, etc. The CEO @gures are well-known, and well-connected to money sources: Gates

Fndn, etc. Follow the money

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

Smac57, it's the same narrative as the MSM. You can't cut off the hand that feeds you which is Big

Pharma. You not only can't cut them off, but it is your duty to prop them up. Failure to do so means

YOU'RE FIRED!
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Svelterman

Gloritrader  What is terrifying about this video.  I don't have 4 hours to listen to the conversaton.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

zinovius

I personally know somebody who almost died from blood clots all over his body from the P@zer

vaccine. Any vaccine produces side effects. Covid vaccine produces them probably many more.

BUT to watch a video to accentuate that ??? NO f.. way. As a matter of fact, I don't like to watch

ANY videos on any subject. Give me a text, I'll read. Despite some truth in the story, there are plenty

of questions. NOBODY knows how spike protein behaves inside the body. These are speculations

and assumptions, and fear mongering.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

RoBocc

My only question is will the mindless robotic sheeple who have been programmed to believe whatever

the government and the media wants, will they drag the rest of us down to an all pervading state of

chronic sickness by shedding these spike proteins?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Fibonacci1
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Ha !  I’m not getting that vaccine.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Mei_Ling

I have two burning questions, one of curiosity and the other involves shedding.  I'll not get the

EGTS (Experimental Gene Therapy Shot) but I wonder about those that did get the shot and didn't

die nor have an adverse effect.  Has an inevitable time bomb been placed in them via the spike

protein that at some point will go off, regardless of the passage of time?  

In regards to shedding, what's the safe time period to distance from a spouse who might get the

shot?  My spouse's kids and grandkids live in Australia and that's one place that I'm sure will

require a shot passport to enter whenever they do cease being an imprisoned society.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

SoozeQ

Marago, thank you.....I truly have no idea how to @ght against the insanity. About 120 nurses went to

court in Houston, and the judge ruled that they MUST comply with the shot or be @red. The *** judge

made a fool out of a nurse for comparing this to nazi camps.......um.....dumbass judge....know your

god dam history. People were brainwashed into thinking Jews carried disease. I am so worn out and

drained from @ghting. No one wants the truth. Everyone just wants to  watch Netlix and get fat. Since

when, WHEN have non symptomatic people spread disease. Why isn’t terrain theory considered. Why

aren’t people going hardcore after fake PCR. Why is everyone so dam compliant and afraid. What the

eff is allopathic medicine the only etng way.

Posted On 06/14/2021
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sio6474

so unless you get a dangerous toxin injected into your body you cannot get an education!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Glenn from Cleveland

I keep receiving emails basically every single day on how dangerous the vaccines are and how people

will start dropping like lies or will fall to other health related issues. It’s been about 6 months since the

vaccines have been widely used and while sure there have been some problems associated with them

it’s nothing to the level of stuff reported on Mercola. So when can we expect all of these deaths and

problems to start to manifest from the vaccines….is it 1 year later, 2 or 10???

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

sio6474

Michael Yeadon says to look at it like a bell curve.  Some people will not have adverse effects and

will not mount much of an immune response, the majority will have a stronger immune response

and some or no adverse effects, and the tail end of the bell curve indicates those who will

experience serious or lethal effects!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

fromseatoshiningsea

Glenn, over 5,000 people in this country have died soon after getting one of these injections, in just

5-months.  That does  not include all of the serious adverse effects (strokes, heart attacks,

neurological disorders, miscarriages).  That is based on the reporting to VAERS, which is estimated
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to be between 1-10% reporting.  Further, the system is backlogged about 3-months.  Therefore, the

actually number of deaths is between 10-100x higher than what is shown at this site.  According to

EudraVigilance (the European data base for vaccine-related deaths & adverse effects) shows that

nearly 13,000 people have died thus far.  That does not include the UK.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

babygurl

President Trump had to pick the best choice of 2 evils.. One is to let the Deep state do what they

intended which was to fake test their vaxes for FDA approval and make them MANDANTORY for

EVERYONE.... Which would kill almost the whole population, Or TWO, develop a fast emergency vax

that is for Emergency use only, that can NOT be made mandantory, killing less people, and stopping the

DS in their tracks... He has had to make some very tough decisions... The truth coming out about

EVERYTHING, from vaxes to satanism, is JUST getting started!!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

nothingsound

I agree but the heck is he taking such credit for the development of the vaccines?  I wish he would

shut down or admit he made a mistake! His pride won’t let him.  Can you imagine a politician

coming out and saying everyone who has not taken the vaccine please don’t and these are the

reasons why.  Wow.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

reagg249
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The CDC reminds me of the Black Knight in Monty Python and the Holy Grail. Whenever something bad

about the vaccine comes out, the CDC says it's just a coincidence. (It's "just a lesh wound . . . tis but a

scratch.")

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

And he ends up w no legs or arms?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

scottevani

Now we can spend billions of dollars in new medicines to counteract the effects that this technology

which will just snowball into more health and social issues. I heard one doctor say that in medical

school they taught the students that God made mistakes and we are here to @x them. We just don't

seem to learn from history.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Marago

Ridiculous!  That is so horrible.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose
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No, missing the point by a wide margin.

Vacn makers got massive funding in many cases countries have printed giant stimulus packages

to purchase these toxic shots, meanwhile packages were sucked up by health care and big

Pharma. Next big issue will be climate change, brought into focus on a regular basis across most

media (is already happening) world wide. AT the same time, inlation will be skyrocketing. Best to

view this as an all out attack on the middle class, and its sucking up sovereign or govt. funds

(realize there is no way for govts to print money inde@nitely without eventually paying the piper).

The little people will not matter, all eyes glued on next agenda, then the next crises, unless you turn

off all controlled, mainstream news!!

Please don't believe me, go listen to Catherine Austin Fitts interviews several times...focus shifts

as soon as not enough arms are available, extra shots donated to "poorer countries"  - already

focus has shifted from nursing homes deaths and old people, old news and toast. Consolidation of

mainstream media and ownership by the 1% has limited our access to what they want us to

believe. Don't be a sitting duck sponging in pre-planned dialog, turn it OFF!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

lin3741

So many celebrities and people with a LOT of money right now who seem to have these huge god

complexes!  SANCTIFYING themselves on tv, in videos, and interviews, and TINKERING AROUND in

@elds and professions they have no clue about.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

Real, did you hear Biden's speech the other day to our troops? He told them that the biggest threat

to our military is Global Warming!! What a joke! If people can't see through this guy and realize he's
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a total shyster (like his son) then there's no hope for us! Him a Kamala both are shysters. They are

both pushing the carbon agenda. They continue to spew lies like "the atmospheric carbon is at an

all time high". That is a total lie! Scientist know the dates of the highest and lowest concentrations

of atmospheric carbon  and have that data going back nearly a million years. The average

atmospheric carbon levels for the life of this planet is around 1200ppm. We are at 400ppm. The

lowest it has ever been is 180ppm. At 150ppm all life on this planet DIES! So we are just 250ppm

away from extinction right now! The real undisputed/scienti@c truth will RRealy blow your mind.

Plant-life excels at 800ppm! We are at half of that. Anything lower than 150ppm plants die and

then all other forms of life dies. So, to double our crop production all we have to do is increase our

carbon emissions to get us up to 800ppm. So, if they don't kill you with a PLANDEMIC, they will try

to kill you with some DNA changing mRNA jab. When that fails they will simply lower the

atmospheric carbon concentrations to below 150ppm. It makes no sense at all. The only sense you

could possibly make of this is the possibility that most of your elected Democrat otcials are

actually aliens from another planet. Maybe that explains all the UFO sightings in the past few

months.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

JamNjim, No, I missed the latest speech, but not surprising as he is hawking dangerous shots.

Now starting to shift focus to climate chg. The biggest danger is the Puppet Masters, for whom he

also seems beholden to! Alien life forms are nothing to be concerned about, especially compared

to these guys.

PS - you want to download the Citizen's Petition that NewlandsWanderer posted somewhere above

- go @nd, download and read! It has the Japanese mRNA bio-distribution study inside the petition,

so show to wife too...

Posted On 06/14/2021
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eatwood

The Brett Weinstein interview discussing Ivermectin (footnote #19) has been removed.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ragus

I just heard about this tool for making visualizations of the Corona stats. You can build some pretty

interesting graphs, and share the generated link. Here is for example India, if you want to follow along

the cases and deaths, all going down real fast:

91-divoc.com/pages/covid-visualization/countries.html?chart=countries&..  

91-divoc.com/pages/covid-visualization/countries.html?chart=countries&..

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

Cool! Thanks for the links! I like how you can pull up graphs for new daily covid-19 cases and

compare that to daily vaccinations. In every country I've checked, except for Australia, they had

their highest number of "New Daily Cases" within 10 days of them starting a vaccination program.

That record number of new cases last 60+ days in almost ever country. Some countries like Israel,

who has continually PRAISED the vaccine, saw 90 straight days of new covid-19 cases that

exceeded the worst day they had prior to starting the vaccines. It blows my mind that no one sees

this! I showed it to my wife and I thought she was faint!!! She's an Immunologist and we argue all

the time about this kind of stuff. It scared the crap out of her when I showed her the REAL

NUMBERS! Then I showed her VAERS website where it shows nearly 6,000 deaths contributed to

the vaccine in the USA! Many of those can't be disputed because the people died the same day

they got vaccinated!
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ragus

You're welcome, I am glad you liked it!  I agree, there is nothing like real, raw data, like at

91-divoc.com from Professor Wade Fagen-Ulmschneider and OpenVAERS. Seeing the actual

correlations in graphs are real eye openers.

EuroMOMO is another great resource, with European EU weekly excess deaths by country. For

most countries, the excess is minimal, and for some you can hardly see any change, even though

we are being told this is like The Spanish Flu 1918 www.euromomo.eu/graphs-and-maps

WelcomeTheEagle is also doing a lot of data wrangling odysee.com/@Welcometheeagle88:4

Feel free to share any charts from 91-divoc.com with interesting correlations here! I do think you

have to copy the "Direct Link w/ Your Options" on the page, and not the URL.

Posted On 06/15/2021

 

chris2244

acu2020 weekly sessions this week mentioned that Dr. Bridle and his family has been threatened and

is backing out of the 'revelations'. Maybe that's one of the reasons why here suddenly here claims that

the covid-19 disease aleady had the clotting issues as it does now with the 'vaccines'???!!! That's a LIE!

He continues to deceive while speaking about 'vaccines' whereby this is the GENETIC TREATMENT of

all HUMANS, the major goal behind it all! No woman bleeded out in 2020 before introduction of the

gene treatment! According to acu2020 they already knew that the injections material accumulated in

liver, spleen, ovaries etc., in JANUARY 2020!

Posted On 06/14/2021
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plawson

Chris...what is the acu2020?  Can you provide a link?  I am interested in why Dr. Bridle was

silenced. thanks, Patti

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

Listen to the link I posted above in several places, threats are lying, the shot in every arm group

are getting desperate...

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

wallguy

These words of great Expertise and wisdom are exactly what should be shouted from the highest

heights, written on subway walls and tenant halls. Tattooed on forearms or foreheads to view.

Silence cannot continue and the echoes of truth must be resounding on a never before global scale.

Posted On 06/17/2021

 

os00

The mRNA vax developer Dr. Malone has called for a pause

trialsitenews.com/bioethics-of-experimental-covid-vaccine-deployment-u..  
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Bret weinstein also interviewed Dr. Malone recently on his podcast

Posted On 06/15/2021

 

Nat

The mounting evidence of collusion between governments, the pharmaceutical industries, the media

and various institutes and organizations has reached ridiculous proportions and yet the culprits are

still not being held to account. That this event was planned as a depopulation weapon and a tool for

fertility reduction is blatantly obvious and the evidence supporting this is now increasing almost on a

daily basis. Yet, the machine of destruction continues to cause death, impairment and injury and there

is no sign of a retreat. Just how much evidence will it take for this alliance to crumble and the

perpetrators held in judgement?

Posted On 06/15/2021

 

StandFastPats

To someone who posted here about 5G.  

www.iberkshires.com/story/65138/Pitts@eld-Health-Otcials-to-Contact..

Posted On 06/15/2021

 

Fibonacci1

Seriously  —— is anyone surprised at this information ?   I’m not taking that vaccine.   Just wait until

more information is revealed.
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

abcadman

I also disagree with it being a 'mistake'.  Professor Dolores Cahill published a video 6 months ago

warning about the 'spike protein'  travelling to organs and ultimately being attacked by our antibodies.

 She based that on 2012 SARS Vaccine testing that was aborted and not deemed suitable for humans,

based on the animal injury / death.  Big Pharma and our 'heath experts' were aware of  this.  

 principia-scienti@c.com/professor-dolores-cahill-people-will-start-dy..

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ScanKat

We now know that the bat story was completely fabricated. Why is no one question a vaccine for a man

made bioweapon?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ScanKat

I don't understand how this medical fraud is allowed to continue unabated. In my neck of the woods

Johns Hopkins has just mandated all employee's must be fully vaccinated by end of summer. Most all

are already vaccinated voluntarily. Just a huge cluster. With all these alternative news outlets and with

the brave doctors and scientist speaking out how can they get away with this. The world is under a

spell concocted by the medical ma@a led by Fauci who should be in prison for causing this endless

nightmare. Only God can save us from these tyrants.

Posted On 06/14/2021
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Mei_Ling

Prison is too good for him, a Mussolini outcome is most appropriate and warranted.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Lukas

Does anyone have a good list of moral and religious objections to vaccines?  My wife from Mexico is

pregnant and I'm also trying to get her a green card, but I don't want her or my baby injected with

poison.  Thank you.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Nadine17

Can you purchase ivermectin without a script?  Do you need to purchase if from another country?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

WL4816

Not to seem off subject, but has anyone noticed the large number of panic attacks suffered by some

airline passengers? The latest one that attracted media attention is a light attendant. Are light

attendants required to get the COVID vaccine as a condition of employment? Even if they're free to

make their own decisions about it, there's a possibility that the panic attacks could be vaccine-related.

Also, about the recent shooting at a Big Bear supermarket in Georgia, the shooter shot a cashier over a

mask dispute. It seems that the company has a militant mask-up policy and that a customer @nally got

fed up with it and did something about it.
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

SoozeQ

Retsbew....thank you....my heart is just pounding. Despite it not being approved, hospitals ARE forcing

this. It’s a nightmare

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ScanKat

Truly horrifying. I have till end of summer to comply.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

SoozeQ

Hi All, thank you for your support. Thus far my hospital, PennState Hershey, has not mandated the

death shot, they also have never forced the lu shot. BUT, many many hospitals are forcing the mRNA

by September 1 or instant termination. This IS happening, Lancaster General/PennMedicine is forcing

compliance by September 1—— I am terri@ed others will follow. Because these dumbass institutions

are playing on etng emotions and NOT the actual facts.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

tallulah3
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SoozeQ the people that are in charge of the hospitals are complete idiots. They are so brainwashed

and trying to lead everyone as if they are sheep to the slaughter. When all of them are sick or dead,

I wonder who will be left to take care of the people that need them.  Don’t give in. You have your

rights. This is becoming like Germany in the 30’s and the 40’s. I hope everything works out for you.

Stay strong and don’t let them bully you.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

A lot of these institutions are being ran by administrators that don't even have a degree that's

related to the @eld of work they are administrating. The Dean of Science at the University my wife

works for doesn't even have a science related degree. She has like a PhD in Business or

Accounting or something of that nature. Since she took otce 10 years ago the University has gone

from one of the top rated medical research universities to almost dead last! That's what happens to

organizations that are ran by incompetent people. This person even tried to @re my wife for

refusing to get the lu vaccine. Of course, they were all appalled/labbergasted by the fact that my

wife is an Immunologist PhD, was sitting on the panel that choses what 3 inluenza strains goes

into the lu vaccine, and yet she doesn't get the lu vaccine. Go FIGURE! An Immunologist that says

the lu vaccine doesn't work! She lost her position on the lu vaccine panel but didn't get @red. So

these institutions end up LOSING quali@ed employees that get @red or just quit. As they struggle to

keep up with new-hire training they lose money to lawsuits and loss of grants/funding. It's a

downward spiral. Get out while the getting is good. EVERYONE is HIRING right now!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Godott

"We have known for a long time the spike protein is a pathogenic protein.  It is a toxin.  It can cause

damage if it gets into circulation ...we made a big mistake ..."   That is why it is essential for us to

research and educate ourselves constantly.   When Trump boasted that his administration was
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developing a vaccine at 'warp speed', a big red lag went up. For the sheeple who rushed to get the jab -

live with the consequences, the manufacturers made it clear from the get-go that they will not be held

accountable. The so-called COVID-19 test is not testing for a virus at all – the virus has never been

isolated – the genetic code is computer generated.  The creator of the test, Kary B. Mullis has said the

RT-PCR test cannot be used to test for infectious viruses.   Recall that Kary B. Mullis died under

questionable circumstances in September 2019.  Rumors of a killer virus that could cause a global

pandemic began to circulate in October 2019.  Go @gure.  If Kary B. Mullis was alive, he would never

have allowed his PCR test to be used for nefarious purposes.

The COVID-19 virus is the greatest hoax ever perpetrated on the human race.  The architects of The

Great Reset are delighted with the speed at which their plan is falling into place.  THIS IS AN

EXISTENTIAL THREAT TO HUMANITY. WE THE PEOPLE MUST FIGHT BACK. #JUSTSAYNO

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

chocopot0613gmail.com

This article seems to provide the explanation of two things.  First, why despite more than 20 years of

trying to develop a successful mRNA "vaccine" against various forms of corona virus, there has yet to

be a successful one - including, I am afraid, the experimental medications now being injected into

hundreds of millions of unsuspecting people around the world.  Second, it also explains why during all

those years of testing, EVERY lab animal used in the testing ultimately died from the medication.  So is

that what is going to happen to all of the human recipients as well?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

Yes and no! All kidding aside, the animal testing that was done over the past several decades did

result in death in all the studies I researched. On the bright side, what kills a small lab animal

usually doesn't kill a grown human. However, people that have underlying conditions like type-2,
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heart disease, lung disease, and/or over the age of 75 are the most vulnerable. If you look a VAERS

you will notice immediately that those that died within hours or a couple of days after vaccination

are over 75. Who knows how many years got take off your life even though you survived the jab.

How much damage was done to your mitochondria?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

HollyBerries

Novavax's vaccine is just coming out...ANOTHER SPIKE PROTEIN BASED VACCINE.  That's all there is

out there.  Everyone of the vaccines is based on the spike protein.  All that money thrown at pharmas

and they essentially have copied each other at the core of their vaccines. These vaccines and the push

to get them into everyone will go down as the worst debacle of modern times...if it's not crushed by the

iron curtain media.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Carol1232

Only genuine concern is the effects this spike protein has on the unvaccinated who work or live with

the vaccinated.  Serious, real concerns.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Mei_Ling

Ditto, big time!
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Soup1951

In time, I wonder if your theories will turn into facts? Otherwise they will always be just theories.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

oldbiker562

These depraved globalist psychopaths are gaslighting you to believe that resistance to tyranny is

"terrorism."

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ajuelfs

Jt is,great that someone is researching and @nding these problems with the vaccines, covid,,and the

Technocrats, but when are we going to do something about it.is it going to take We The People to start

ending this evil tyranny. There is enough evidence to hang every one that is connected. These vaccine

companies need to be shut down. Take all of therir money away, hang them, Fauci, Gates, and anybody

that had anything to do wolith the whole mess. This also includes any and all polititicians,,government

employees of the FDA, CIA, WHO, ANY AND ALL., MAYBE even stockholders in these companies. No

prison sentences, there have been enough deaths and sickmeess.i try not to sound negative, but there

is no way we should just let this all keep going on.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

tallulah3
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I think that the people that are injecting this death jab should be held accountable too

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ayrshire

There seems to be no research on vaccinating those on immunosuppressant drugs. I don't feel safe

taking it yet my doc has urged me to do so. If the vaccine boosts the immune system, how would that

affect my drug therapy?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

The original advice on anyone taking immune suppressing drugs was to NOT get vaccinated. It's

my understanding that they are backing off of that recommendation now. I'm not aware of any

research that suggest it's safe to do so. If it's Hydroxychloriquine you're taking I would double up on

Zinc and call it a blessing because you are probably better protected than anyone who got the jab!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ayrshire

So Dr. Byram Bridle Is an animal researcher from the Department of Pathobiology in the Ontario

Veterinary College; Judy Mikovits was disgraced and dismissed from her position and even

imprisoned. The claims of both these people have been fact checked by various sources and have

been found to be untrue.Stephanie Seneff is a Senior Research Scientist at the MIT Computer Science

and Arti@cial Intelligence Laboratory, is I am wondering how relevant and believable these people will

seem to the public at large.
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Does that mean I disagree with the information in the article, no. I think it most likely true. I’m not

taking the vaccine no matter what and will @ght it in court if I am denied essential services. I am just

worried that they will be voices crying in the wilderness.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Averypayton

Dr. Mercola, Do you have an opinion on the Medicago vaccine which is now in phase 3 clinical trials? I

understand that it is a new plant-based technology with none of the spike protein in it, per se. Hopefully

it will be a safer alternative.  Your thoughts?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ayrshire

Wasn't Mikovits dismissed from her job in disgrace and even imprisoned? She seemed like a brilliant

scientist but there was some signi@cant controversy.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

READ her books, both available on Amazon and elsewhere. A third book is on its way. Seems like

you thrive on controversy and inlection. She tangled with my little Gollem, Dr. Fauci, duh!

Posted On 06/14/2021
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auldworks

Bret Weinstein's interview with Dr. Pierre Kory has been censored from YouTube.  However, it is

available on BitChute: www.bitchute.com/.../qHjNQIynVb5O

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

SupportTheTruth

From online information, some vaccinated people already developed magnetism at the sites of

inoculation. Some have the magnetism phenomenon already spread throughout the entire body.

Do you know if surgically remove the skin/tissues where the injections were would be helpful to

remove the biosensor/antenna when they are still localized in the upper arm? Otherwise, it seems like

those “Magnetic things” can spread and it will be too late. I know scientist might eventually be able to

develop some thing to cover the upper arm to prevent the body from receiving or emitting signals. But

by that time, it will be too late.

Lots of medical doctors including surgeons already had the shots. If their arms can stick magnets, I

think they will be willing to perform the surgeries for the public free or at low cost to save lives.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

SupportTheTruth

Thank you Dr. Mercola for keep repeating the information because I have been trying to get my friends

to your website to learn more on the covid 19 hoax and covid 19 experimental gene therapies. By

repeating the same and updated information, it is much easy for the “new” readers to understand what

is going on. Thanks a lot again. May God continues to bless you, your family and staffs.
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Crazydoc

Here are a few details that were left out of this discussion:

apnews.com/.../fact-checking-377989296609

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

mmmbeckwithwindstream.ne

Yes, this situation is a bittchh, and we can go on and on about all the whys and hows it happened and

who is to blame, etc, until all the proverbial cows choose to come home.   But we need to get our

answers together to @ght the reactions as quickly as possible.  So, how much Cannabis do people

usually need, and will CBD oil work to strengthen type 1 interferon pathways also?  I understand that

Copaiba essential oil works similar to CBD, too.

How much Silymarin or Milk Thistle would be good for the liver each day in an average individual?  I've

got to try and keep this old body healthy and active with a J&J jab.  

These articles are scary for older people like myself that have had cancer and have one kidney left to

do the work of two.  I'm in excellent shape right now, but it looks like I can be hit at any time with

problems that are working within my body that I'm not able to control.  Blood clots, gags, tocotrienols,

perhaps?  I have no answers, just questions that can be answered only with time and time is the key for

all of us.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jef2091
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As long as Big Pharma is exempt from prosecution/lawsuits there is no incentive to do the right thing.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

brad77777

There are a couple glaring contradictory statements within this article.

At one point Dr Bridle is quoted as saying:

"We thought the spike protein was a great target antigen; we never knew the spike protein itself was a

toxin and was a pathogenic protein."

Later in a bold, highlighted section he is quoted as saying:

"We have known for a long time that the spike protein is a pathogenic protein."

Went back and listened to the interview. He did make both of those statements. He was under time

pressure, but that's a pretty serious mistake. Which is true?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Momkastner

I wondered about what will now be a contaminated blood supply. Will the vaccinated person's blood

now be dangerous (no one will admit to it being unusable) for all time?  This is all so sad.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

silversly
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Over the past 18 months or so, I've been experiencing periods of depression, considering the

corruption I was witnessing in both the medical & legal @elds. However; recently, after the

announcements of the Gates divorce, the release of Fauci's e-mails and most recently the charges

brought against Dr. Swaminathan of the WHO org. for her part in this insane scenario, I'm feeling

vindicated, another example of the truth always wins, our light IS displacing the darkness & corruption.

I just want to thank the Lord for answering our prayers, and this is all proof what we are doing is good &

worthy. We can't give up, nor let our guard down, there is STILL so much to be done! Thank you, Dr.

Mercola, Dr. Tenpenny, the Bollingers and all the others that bind us together!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

micuda

now that hydrochloroquine and ivermectin are showing they do treat covid19, laboratories that produce

the two sunstances are mysteriously burning down...

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

brodiebrock12

of course they are

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

Fauci has been absent from the media lately. Here Fauci, Fauci.......Here Fauci, Fauci.......

Posted On 06/14/2021
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FlyingGromit

If you think COVID 19 is all they “got” in WuHan, I think we’re all in for a big surprise.

thehighwire.com/.../live-from-event-2021-in-dallas-tx  Dr Richard Fleming PhD, MD, JD.  

SARS-COV-2/COVID-19

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

missmonty

THIS will NOT be up for long. Please save, copy and print out but SAVE this for sure. It is extremely

important.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Buddy010

Thank you Kevin131 for that great explanation and speaking the truth.  More people have to start

listening and standing up for our freedom.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Horsea

"Mistake", huh?  Painting the inside of your house purple and bright red because you think it would look

neat is a "mistake"; forgetting your umbrella when it's obviously going to rain in 10 minutes' time is a

"mistake.  What they have done is WRONG.  Morally WRONG.  When is the last time a scientist, Dr., etc.,

said, "What we have done is WRONG"?
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Raythe4th

Scientist turned Hedge Fund manager @gures out the fraud and has the very interesting things to say.

www.brasscheck.com/video/some-of-wall-street-@guring-out-the-fraud/?o..

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

randolph3377

If anyone is questioning the eugenic Satanic implications of all this, just look to the name of the

‘surrogate’ mRNA-producing luciferase protein. They named it after Lucifer himself. God help us all.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Kitera

No one is listening, the vaxxed are light a congregation of  true believers who want to spread the word

that everyone needs this shot or we will we will all die

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

randolph3377

Doesn't 5G cause high magnetic or electric @elds? If it does, this could turn into a hellish nightmare for

everyone.
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

lin3741

I remember something in a different article about that the jab cd contain torture mechanisms...cd

this be the correlation? The magnetic @elds and 5G?  Maybe maybe not but nothing wd really

surprise me at this point.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

cybersoul

COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  

THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..  

THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

nothingsound

All of this we here who read Dr. Mercola and probably Children’s Health Defense know this.  We’ve done

our due diligence this is why most of us here if not all of the regulars have declined, refused, shouted

out that we will not. NOT.  

Has anyone also read the articles on how covid treats blood types differently?  I did a little reading

after reading an article about those with RH neg blood.  It seems that people with RH neg have a .79

chance in contracting it and O has a .89 chance.  But right now everything I read is under suspicion.  So

I do claim this is true, but it is extremely interesting if it is.
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

farmercist

Why did anyone every think the vaccine would stay put?  That's ridiculous.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jskwara

The only way perfectly healthy people get blood clots is if it’s leaving the shoulder. How stupid can

people be. If it’s not leaving the shoulder it’s causing a fatal interaction. You don’t go from young and

healthy to dead.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Niecie

www.golokaproject.org/document@les/Analysis-of-test-sticks-from-surfa..

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Horsea

Well.  It is hard to know what the heck to think now.

Posted On 06/14/2021
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miraculae

Thank you for this.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

nickt300

Countries are using lockdowns, duress and threats to force people to take this mRNA Experimental

vaccine or be prohibited to participate in free society under the mandate of a Vaccine Passport or

Green Pass. This Violates the Nuremberg Code. People need to wake up and stop being deceived.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

dia4171

So reading this the vaccine activates diseases in your body that are not as active or mildly  present to

become a major health issues creating illnesses and or death. So just like Covid deaths they are

diagnosed with the disease they are familiar with and that’s that. Doctors need to catch up with

science.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

hgarner2000

There is so much ghost writing going on these days, it is amazing to me that this kind of cutting edge,

hard-hitting science can still @nd its way into a pier-reviewed, scienti@c journal.  Someone is doing

something right, and I give my thanks to whoever that may be.
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

CMT367

hgarner: adjust your spell check, its PEER

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Good_Hands

Actually, CMT, I kinda like the idea of science being reviewed whilst sitting on the pier, perhaps with

a glass of vino.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Grogers

Interesting but rebutral here seems quite convincing ...

healthfeedback.org/claimreview/byram-bridles-claim-that-covid-19-vacci..

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Astrocomical

It's a BIO WEAPON??  No wonder they want everyone to take it.  Even offering prizes.  WTF???

Posted On 06/14/2021
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lin3741

I know,those ridiculous incentives are idiotic and the companies and entities.  What are they

gaining?… Maybe “gifts” from daddy government.  Oh brother that’s another side affect of this jab

thing, every last person willing to sell out.  

Big problem in this country, everywhere really ... “I oppose the narrative! (until someone pays me

not to).”    BIG PROBLEM.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

nickt300

The interesting part about this bio weapon claim is that its actually true and you can @nd this in

mRNA documentation.

Same documentation trying to re de@ne this fact and give it a different interpretation. The

mainstream media will also call you a conspiracy nut-sack when you post this Factual Information.

Those that have taken this mRNA shot should be quarantined from the rest of us. Because it

sheds.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Glastian

Hi Astrocomical, Here in the U.K. the Otce of National Statistics has been running a survey since

April 2020. Participants are invited to provide PCR swab tests for up to one year. The @rst test

attracts a voucher for £50; this can be followed up by 4 x weekly tests at £25 a go; then 11 x

monthly tests at £25 a go; potentially £425 per participant. The survey is targeted at 250,000 U.K.

HOUSEHOLDS, anyone from the age of 2 YEARS OLD can take part. I know people who willingly
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take part in this. Assuming, say, an average of 4 people per household, this equates to potentially

payout of some £400,000,000 in vouchers. Add on the cost of the test team wages, administration

etc. the total cost is probably nearer £2 BILLION. It also doesn’t take much imagination to see the

(manipulated) effect this will have on the “case” @gures.

But it’s worse than that. All this testing will have been done using a Cycle Threshold of 45. In

January, the WHO admitted that a CT of over  35 probably resulted in 97% false positives and

advised testing be reduced to a CT of 28, conveniently coinciding with “vaccine” roll-outs and the

resultant massive reduction in “cases”. Of course, the “vaccine” will be given the credit for this! So

we have a situation where up to £2 billion of the U.K. taxpayers money has been utterly wasted, not

to mention the fact that the manipulated false positive data have been criminally used to put the

country into an unnecessary lockdown.

Roll on the prosecution of these evil tyrants.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

lin5148

www.theguardian.com/science/neurophilosophy/2016/mar/24/magneto-remote..

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Anh6835

Anyone know where to get some of these med ! Peptide T and antiretroviral? Thanks

Posted On 06/14/2021
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gloritrader

A good (though long) discussion of the problems with the vaccines:  https://youtu.be/-_NNTVJzqtY

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

333mary

gloritrader---Thank you but --Is there a recap?   New information perhaps to take over 3 hours to

view?  Would appreciate.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Tobod24

Sacha Stone and Dr Robert O Young www.facebook.com/.../10159893974323487

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

peaceP

Let’s suppose that this article is correct. Unfortunately I know tons of people who have received the

genetic therapy “vaccines” including members of my own family. None of them had any noticeable side

effects. Here is my question: When are the negative effects supposed to show up?

Does it make sense that these therapies are worse than covid itself yet no one I know has had any

symptoms yet? Help me reconcile this observation.

Posted On 06/14/2021
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jamNjim

I don't know anyone who hasn't had side effects from the vaccine. The CDC even tells you to expect

side effects and that it is "NORMAL" to suffer pain, brain fog, and heartbeat racing after the jab!

Their justi@cation for these adverse side effects was that "it means the vaccine is

working".....BULL$H!T!!! The Biden Administration even tried to force employers to give everyone at

least 2 days off work so they could "RECOVER" from the vaccine! BULL$H!T!! Why would the Biden

Administration suggest giving people free "paid-time-off" if there were no side effects? Let me

guess, like all the other trolls that join this forum you have NO ANSWERS to these questions. You

have no real life experience with this topic to use as a backdrop for your argument. 99% of the

people that are on this forum do have real life experiences concerning this and/or work in the @eld.

 

If you need evidence of negative effects just look at VAERS numbers! Almost 6,000 dead

Americans after vaccination. The Swine Flu vaccine got shut down with fewer than 50 deaths.

www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/@nd@eld.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EV..

That's just deaths being reported. That's far from the total of reports of adverse side effects. Less

than 10% of people suffering side effects actually report them. It's probably less than 1%. Like I

said, EVERYONE I know that got the jab has suffered side effects bad enough that they missed 1 to

3 days of work. I've asked all of them if they reported their side effects to VAERS and ALL of them

said no.  So whatever number you see on VAERS website you can multiply it by 50 and you still will

have less than 60% of the real total.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

DannyBoy62

It’s a BioWeapon manufactured at the Wuhan Gain of Function research lab funded by the NIH and

Fauci. It’s being used for Genocide by the Jesuit Mason Zionist! This has been planned for years. This

isn’t Communism this is Zionism!
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

imajwru

The TRUTH is, however, that those who do NOT receive the vaccination are at much more increased

risk of illness and death. And now we have the Delta Variant spreading and it is more likely to cause

illness/death than the original version.   I am not happy about the prospect of having a vaccination but

its easy to see the drastic decrease of illness and death where the vaccine is accepted.  I have not yet

been vaccinated but with the Delta variant spreading, I think I am going to accept it.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

brodiebrock12

you appear the exact type that will take the Delta, Alpha, Omega, ETC variant injections as they roll

out every year going forward. The TRUTH is? I like my 99.96% chance of doing just @ne and its so

simple and cheap to keep a immune system strong and to minimize and respiratory aÖictions

quickly. Also, please provide us readers here one expamply of any virus mutation thru the last 50

years that became more deadly? There are far to many studies that show a variant (mutation in pre

2020 vernacular) becomes more contagious sure, but that is the natural process. It does not mean

more lethal

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

sio6474

Ivermectin have you done the research?
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

fromseatoshiningsea

The reason there are fewer covid cases is not because of the "vaccine".  There is also less

illness/deaths because the original virus is waning & mutations are typically less virulent.  There

are fewer cases because they have lowered the pcr cycles from approximately 40 to 28, to make it

appear as if the "vaccines" are working.  The cycle rate was otcially lowered on January 20th

(Installation Day for Biden).  How convenient.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

pra3771

Please, do you have any more info on transfer of spike protein? Also time frame after they received

their shot/shots? Thank you, wow amazing info!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Mei_Ling

The second question is of great interest to me, especially if my wife decides to get the

Experimental Gene Therapy shot.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

versatile

If Israel was the @rst nation to achieve high percentages of vaccinated persons mostly at least 3
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months ago, and the vaccine is toxic, why are we not seeing consequences there? It doesn't make

sense for something to be "so toxic" and invisible at the same time.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Point well taken. Two things come to mind. Do we know what they are telling us is true about Israel

and the realities there with adverse events? Has enough time past for the damage to truly be

revealed?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

rrealrose

The news was mostly suppressed, as a long list of deaths occurred in Jan and early Feb...within 2

or 3 days of vaccn.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

sio6474

A portion of the population is experiencing serious side effects in the short term.  Not everyone

obviously.   There is a clamp down on truthful reporting as we all know.  And no one knows the long

term effects yet, it is experimental, everyone knows that.  If you are injured you will not be

compensated, this is another fact.

Posted On 06/14/2021
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jamNjim

Actually, Israel did have dramatic adverse reactions to the vaccine. They started their vaccinations

about 185 days ago. If you look at the graphs that you can @nd on many websites, they saw a spike

in Covid-19 infections within 5 days of them starting the vaccinations. In about 10 days (175 days

ago) after starting vaccinations they started having their highest numbers of “NEW DAILY CASES”

since the beginning of the pandemic. It wasn’t until 90 days ago (give or take 5 days) that their

“new-daily-cases” dropped back down to the pre-vaccination levels! None of those new cases got

reported as adverse vaccine reactions or ADE (Antibody Dependent Enhancement). ADE makes you

more susceptible to contracting the virus and having a worse outcome from the infection than you

would have had without the vaccine. I’ve checked 27 countries so far and all had the same spikes

in infections after vaccination except one. That country is Australia. The reason Australia dodged

the bullet is because the pandemic was over with in Australia 9 months ago. They have had near

zero infections since Oct of 2020. So if there is no live virus to infect you with, the vaccine can’t

ENHANCE the infectiousness of the virus. You have to look at all the data and make your own

calculations because the Fake News/MSM isn’t going to report anything that discredits their

largest sponsor which is Big Pharma.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

This whole covid vaccine scenario is like scenes  from "One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest"  being

replayed  globally.  Actors include pocket-calculator zombies,  fake-news fanatics, jabbering jab-a-jab

psycho's. These deranged imbeciles have taken the world and would-be Dr Expert-Mengeles are

sprouting up all over the place aided and abetted by  brain-dead lobotomized,  Big Pharma bank-rolled

media sock-puppets.

The cure - to this madness can be Ivermectin which,  as Doctor Mercola mentions can bind to the spike

protein and can inhibit covid......And here's a challenge for the crazed covid bureaucrats:  if any of them

can prove that the NIH or the WHO actually got their treatment guidelines right - they could win Two

Million Dollars!!  https://t.co/eUgXkUSV6V?amp=1  
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And here's Senator Ron Johnson who has already chaired two Senate Committees into early use life

saving preventative treatments urging the use of Ivermectin: twitter.com/.../1403966174350745600

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Casimcea

Any lawyers out there? Product liability is one thing but I'm sure does not cover CRIMINAL liability.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

clanharwood

CASIMCEA:  you are right. Criminal liability can be proved and charged , so says Dr Reiner

Fuellmich. He says it occasionally in his talks.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Niecie

Dr. Mercola, you MUST address how many are becoming magnetic(though not injected) It is found in

children, woman having horrible constant bleeding, children with bruises and rashes that are NOT

injected. The magnetic component is deeply concerning. I have pictures of so many who do “the

challenge” and indeed.. pins, paper clips, keys, stick around the clavicle area, back bone and face...

please research this!!! There is a study that showed the hydrogel forms into crystals like circuit boards

and they are @nding lithium. Please look into this! You are saving humanity

Posted On 06/14/2021
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Glenn from Cleveland

It’s been almost 6 months since the widespread use of the vaccine. When are all the deaths and related

problems supposed to take place????

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

sio6474

check out vaccine impact news, you will get a snapshot of the harm that is occurring

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ConcernedinCA

5,000 deaths have been reported following vaccination, to the VAERS reporting system of the CDC.

https://vaers.hhs.gov/ .  Selected Adverse Events Reported after COVID-19 Vaccination: "More than

302 million doses of COVID-19 vaccines were administered in the United States from December

14, 2020, through June 7, 2021. During this time, VAERS received 5,208 reports of death (0.0017%)

among people who received a COVID-19 vaccine."

www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/adverse-events.html  . YES there is risk.

There is also risk with an out-of-control pandemic. We see improvement with the pandemic.

People should make their own decision regarding vaccination, but with more facts, not skewed one

way or the other.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ajuelfs
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First off why even have a vaccine? If people would wake up and eat right and quit listening to

pharmaceuticals trained doctors there would be a lot less disease. Also hang the evil idiots that

started the virus in the @rst place. I bet you have stock in the vaccine companies?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Glenn from Cleveland

I wasn’t trying to point out that there is no issues just that the stories on here seem way over

exaggerated.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

What? You just woke up from a 6 month coma? By December 29th the USA was witnessing deaths

after vaccination after a nursing home in Auburn, New York vaccinated over 80% of its residence

on Dec 21, 2020. They had their @rst covid-19 related death on Dec 29, 2020. They went almost an

entire year without a covid-19 related death. By Jan 16 they had 32 deaths. So, how do you survive

10 months of a pandemic with ZERO deaths in a NURSING HOME and in 3 weeks after vaccinations

you have 32 deaths? PLEASE EXPLAIN THAT ONE! Don't pull a BS CDC or Joe Biden and say it's a

coincidence.   luis46pr.wordpress.com/2021/01/11/24-dead-and-137-infected-in-nursing-..

Then there's the deaths and adverse side effects being reported by VAERS. Are you calling the

family members of these victims liars? They probably had faith in the fake medical system like I

once did. Only 1,000 people a month are dying after vaccination (in the USA) and that is an

average! We just had 700+ people die after vaccination in the past 2 weeks.  At this current trend

rate, we will soon have more people vaccinated dying from covid-19 than unvaccinated!

www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/@nd@eld.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EV..

I BEG OF YOU to please provide links that counter the links I just gave you. I'm open minded. I'm a

degreed Scientist/Engineer. All I do all day long is solve problems using the 7-Step Scienti@c

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Glenn-from-Cleveland/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/jamNjim/default.aspx
https://luis46pr.wordpress.com/2021/01/11/24-dead-and-137-infected-in-nursing-home-after-covid-19-vaccination-previously-they-had-zero-deaths-from-covid/
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&DIED=Yes
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Method. Even better, friend me and we can talk about this away from this forum. I see you are a

long time forum member and I rather work with you than discourage you from posting on this

forum. We can't solve a problem unless we share data.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

InderVohra

Millions of people have taken COVID Vaccines so far. Are there any reports of toxicity due to spike

protein?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

chris2244

you must be living on the moon. There are 5888 'otcial' deaths after covid injections, which are

anywhere between 1-10% of the real numbers and millions of side effects. Btw. P@zer study on

which the 'emergency' authorisation was based predicted all that, but the criminal

GOVERNMENTAL DEATH CULT 'approved it' nevertheless...

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

gloritrader

Listen to this, it is terrifying:  https://youtu.be/-_NNTVJzqtY

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

https://articles.mercola.com/members/InderVohra/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/chris2244/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/gloritrader/default.aspx
https://youtu.be/-_NNTVJzqtY
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Kevin131

WTF? What kind of insanity drove you to ask such a question, seriously is it a delusional issue,

multiple personalities, narcassism, or did you already take the death shot and decided to prove it's

working by trying to sound intelligent?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

ragus

The latest number on reported, jab-related deaths in VAERS is 5,888

www.openvaers.com/covid-data  

The number for Europe with 13,867 deaths is also fairly high

healthimpactnews.com/2021/worldwide-genocide-continues-13867-dead-and-..  

Take into account that around 1% of adverse events get reported, so the real numbers could be

much higher.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

CMT367

Inder...you say you are "senior executive in water resource sector". Start educating yourself about

all the things that can contaminate the water in your body, for starters

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Randyfast

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Kevin131/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/ragus/default.aspx
https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/worldwide-genocide-continues-13867-dead-and-1354336-injuries-in-european-database-of-adverse-drug-reactions-for-covid-19-shots/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/CMT367/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
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What reality do you live in?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

jamNjim

InderVohra, the spike protein is a TOXIN! It's why most people get sick after getting the mRNA

vaccines. If it wasn't toxic, there would be no reactions, pain, swelling, fatigue, brain fog,

headaches, or DEATHS! What do you think causes those kinds of symptoms?

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

sio6474

All the clotting and bleeding!  Check out vaccine impact news you will plenty!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Jake..

Something wrong with the pagination of the P@zer  document [ref 4]. It looks like 2 docs superimposed

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

waynelyon57gmail.com

This article refutes all you say above? apnews.com/.../fact-checking-377989296609  Please respond?

https://articles.mercola.com/members/jamNjim/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/sio6474/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Jake_2E00__2E00_/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/waynelyon57gmail.com/default.aspx
https://apnews.com/article/fact-checking-377989296609
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

trishkins59

Seneff is a computer scientist, original degree biophysics, and Mikovits is a discredited researcher.

https://byrambridle.com/

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Kevin131

No she's not, she's targetted, lied about, slandered, but discredited? Yeah right... by who? ...the

fakenews, mockingbird agents, frauds like Fauci-fascist-foofoo... Saying things like that, discredits

itself...no credit for you...

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Bigeetch

Dr Judy Wood, one of the highest quali@ed structural engineers, made a video "Where Did The

Towers Go". She pointed out the obvious which most missed, and that was, they were

DISINTIGRATED..they didnt collapse. The IN YOUR FACE HARD PROOF  was infront of everybodies

eyes next day(and still is if you look at the photos). No opinions necessary.

Did this receive mainstream coverage?  No the damned vid was removed. This alone should

eliminate all healthy scepticism.

The link being;  her work is hard evidence, (even if far more technical) and like Woods, Mikovits is

slandered, and also was a test to see how vulnerable the publiic were, before they launched the

@nal assault.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/trishkins59/default.aspx
https://byrambridle.com/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Kevin131/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Bigfletch/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

CMT367

Hey Trish, are you Byram Bridle? Fill out your Mercola pro@le, so we know who you are.

Info for Truth-Seekers: the Byram website was built by this pro-vaxxer clown on Twitter:

https://twitter.com/ajlkn  . Find this info by looking at the HTML behind the website. Easy to @nd.

My advice to all truth-seekers is: if you can't discern who created the website/info/propaganda, or

the authenticity of the creator's credentials, tell everybody to ignore the info, and SHOUT IT LOUD!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

bahmi0

If you saw several of the Mikovits documentaries, you'd @nally realize that she was totally shafted

by little Mr. Rodent, Tony Fauci. Again, if you chose to learn the truth about her, you'd become

aware that she was threatened by Fauci because Fauci and Gallo virtually stole the research

progress Mikovits and her associates made while at Ft. Detrick. Look up and realize the truth. I

know it's hard for you to be a rational person, but try harder, OK?

Repeating lies makes you look like a total nincompoop. A stupido-

Mikovits has been shown to NOT be a "discredited researcher". Seneff is a notably brilliant

researcher, especially since she has a PhD in electrical engineering and she chose to study other

things, namely, human biology. And, she's done a great job by being so versatile. Can you tell us the

nature of the research you did over your career?

Posted On 06/14/2021
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AndymAndym

How was Dr Mikovits discredited? Are you basing this solely on her Wikipedia page? Have you

heard HER side of the story? Her book, Plague of Corruption, is an excellent resource. It is very

clearly written, easy to read (mostly, although some of the technical stuff is a little ditcult), and

only about 200 pages. I will buy you a copy if you send me your address and promise to read it.

Also, an excellent forward by the also-“discredited” and brilliant RFK, jr.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

sio6474

Who discredited Mikovits?

Posted On 06/14/2021

https://articles.mercola.com/members/AndymAndym/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/sio6474/default.aspx

